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Abstract. In past modeling studies, it has generally been
assumed that the predominant mechanism for nucleation of
ice in the uppermost troposphere is homogeneous freezing
of aqueous aerosols. However, recent in situ and remote-
sensing measurements of the properties of cirrus clouds at
very low temperatures in the tropical tropopause layer (TTL)
are broadly inconsistent with theoretial predictions based on
the homogeneous freezing assumption. The nearly ubiq-
uitous occurence of gravity waves in the TTL makes the
predictions from homogeneous nucleation theory particu-
larly difficult to reconcile with measurements. These mea-
sured properties include ice number concentrations, which
are much lower than theory predicts; ice crystal size distri-
butions, which are much broader than theory predicts; and
cloud extinctions, which are much lower than theory pre-
dicts. Although other explanations are possible, one way to
limit ice concentrations is to have on the order of 50 L−1 ef-
fective ice nuclei (IN) that could nucleate ice at relatively low
supersaturations. We suggest that ammonium sulfate parti-
cles, which would be dry much of the time in the cold TTL,
are a potential IN candidate for TTL cirrus. However, this
mechanism remains to be fully quantified for the size distri-
bution of ammonium sulfate (possibly internally mixed with
organics) actually present in the upper troposphere. Possible
implications of the observed cloud microphysical properties
for ice sedimentation, dehydration, and cloud persistence are
also discussed.
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1 Introduction

Cirrus occur frequently in the Tropical Tropopause Layer
(TTL, typically defined as the region between the maximum
convective detrainment level ('12–13 km) and the level in
the lower stratosphere where the composition and dynam-
ics become stratospheric ('19–20 km); Fueglistaler et al.,
2008). For example, satellite observations indicate that thin
cirrus are present in the tropical uppermost troposphere over
the western Pacific during Boreal winter about 50–80% of
the time (Wang et al., 1996; Yang et al., 2009; Massie et al.,
2009). Cirrus in this region of the atmosphere are important
for a number of reasons. Thin cirrus formed near the cold
tropical tropopause can freeze dry air ascending through the
TTL, effectively regulating the stratospheric humidity (Get-
telman et al., 2002; Jensen and Pfister, 2004; Fueglistaler
et al., 2005). TTL cirrus provide the necessary radiative heat-
ing to balance slow ascent through the TTL (Corti et al.,
2006). In addition, given their low temperature, they exert
a positive radiative forcing (warming) on the climate system.

Recent airborne science missions using high-altitude air-
craft have provided unprecedented information about the mi-
crophysical properties (ice crystal concentrations, size dis-
tributions, habits, etc.) of these clouds. In particular, the
NASA WB-57 flights during the Costa Rica Aura Valida-
tion Experiment (CRAVE) included extensive sampling of
very cold, thin cirrus just below the tropical tropopause
(Lawson et al., 2008). In addition to the in situ measure-
ments, the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polariza-
tion (CALIOP) instrument on-board the CALIPSO satellite
is providing a wealth of information about TTL cirrus prop-
erties, occurrence frequencies, and extinctions on a global
scale.
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We focus here on the thin cirrus formed in situ at very low
temperatures just below the tropical tropopause. We show
that the microphysical properties of these clouds indicated by
the recent measurements are very different from what would
be expected if, as is generally assumed in modeling stud-
ies, ice nucleation is dominated by homogeneous freezing of
aqueous aerosols. Numerical simulations indicate that, even
with moderate cooling rates, homogeneous freezing should
produce much larger ice concentrations than are indicated by
the observations. Also, the sudden production of many ice
crystals by the homogeneous nucleation process should re-
sult in much narrower ice crystal size distributions than the
measurements indicate. Lastly, we show that the extinctions
indicated by global simulations of TTL cirrus assuming ho-
mogeneous freezing nucleation are much larger than the ex-
tinctions indicated by CALIPSO measurements. The impli-
cations of the observed cloud microphysical properties are
discussed.

2 TTL cirrus microphysical properties predicted by ho-
mogeneous nucleation theory

Before presenting measurements of TTL cirrus microphysi-
cal properties, we discuss the expectations from conventional
theoretical treatments of ice nucleation processes in the up-
per troposphere. In several past modeling studies, it has
been assumed that the dominant mechanism for production
of ice crystals at low temperatures is homogeneous freezing
of aqueous aerosols (e.g.Kärcher and Str̈om, 2003; Jensen
and Pfister, 2004; Jensen et al., 2005; Kay and Wood, 2008).
Here, we use a parcel model with detailed microphysics to
investigate the sensitivity of ice concentrations produced by
homogeneous freezing to cooling rates and wave-driven tem-
perature oscillations. Since the effects of particle sedimenta-
tion cannot be treated in a parcel model, we primarily use
these calculations to examine the initial ice concentrations
produced by a nucleation event. Cloud processes such as en-
trainment dilution, differential sedimentation, and aggrega-
tion will conspire to gradually reduce ice concentrations as
the clouds age. Investigation of the effects of the full range
of cloud processes on ice concentrations and size distribu-
tions are the subject of a follow-on study. We emphasize here
that the parcel model simulations only indicate the maximum
potential ice concentration that can be produced by homoge-
neous freezing.

For the parcel-model simulations, we use the Commu-
nity Aerosol Radiation Model for Atmospheres (CARMA),
which treats cloud and aerosol processes using bin micro-
physics. Aerosol and ice crystal size distributions are re-
solved with 60 size bins each, with the successive size bins
having a volume ratio of 1.4. Homogeneous freezing of
aqueous aerosols is treated using the parameterization de-
scribed byKoop et al. (2000). Following Kärcher and
Lohmann(2002), we start with a log-normal aerosol size dis-
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the observations. Also, the sudden production of many ice
crystals by the homogeneous nucleation process should re-
sult in much narrower ice crystal size distributions than the
measurements indicate. Lastly, we show that the extinctions
indicated by global simulations of TTL cirrus assuming ho-
mogeneous freezing nucleation are much larger than the ex-
tinctions indicated by CALIPSO measurements. The impli-
cations of the observed cloud microphysical properties are
discussed.

2 TTL cirrus microphysical properties predicted by ho-
mogeneous nucleation theory

Before presenting measurements of TTL cirrus microphysi-
cal properties, we discuss the expectations from conventional
theoretical treatments of ice nucleation processes in the up-
per troposphere. In several past modeling studies, it has
been assumed that the dominant mechanism for production
of ice crystals at low temperatures is homogeneous freezing
of aqueous aerosols (e.g. Kärcher and Ström, 2003; Jensen
and Pfister, 2004; Jensen et al., 2005; Kay and Wood, 2008).
Here, we use a parcel model with detailed microphysics to
investigate the sensitivity of ice concentrations produced by
homogeneous freezing to cooling rates and wave-driven tem-
perature oscillations. Since the effects of particle sedimenta-
tion cannot be treated in a parcel model, we primarily use
these calculations to examine the initial ice concentrations
produced by a nucleation event. Cloud processes such as en-
trainment dilution, differential sedimentation, and aggrega-
tion will conspire to gradually reduce ice concentrations as
the clouds age. Investigation of the effects of the full range
of cloud processes on ice concentrations and size distribu-
tions are the subject of a follow-on study. We emphasize here
that the parcel model simulations only indicate the maximum
potential ice concentration that can be produced by homoge-
neous freezing.

For the parcel-model simulations, we use the Commu-
nity Aerosol Radiation Model for Atmospheres (CARMA),
which treats cloud and aerosol processes using bin micro-
physics. Aerosol and ice crystal size distributions are re-
solved with 60 size bins each, with the successive size bins
having a volume ratio of 1.4. Homogeneous freezing of
aqueous aerosols is treated using the parameterization de-
scribed by Koop et al. (2000). Following Kärcher and
Lohmann (2002), we start with a log-normal aerosol size dis-
tribution with a total particle concentration of 2500 cm−3, a
mode radius of 0.055 µm, and a geometric width of 1.6. Re-
sults are relatively insensitive to aerosol size distribution or
composition. The model treats the exchange of vapor be-
tween growing or sublimating ice crystals and water vapor.

A number of modeling studies have shown that if ice nu-
cleation occurs via homogeneous freezing, the resulting ice
concentration is primarily controlled by cooling rate, with
aerosol abundance having a minor effect (Jensen and Toon,

1994; Kärcher and Lohmann, 2002). At low temperatures
and with moderate-to-rapid cooling rates, the ice concen-
tration could become comparable to the concentration of
aerosols available, in which case ice concentration could
be controlled by aerosol abundance (Kay and Wood, 2008).
However, the aerosol concentration in the tropical upper tro-
posphere is always much larger (>10 cm−3) (Brock et al.,
1995) than the measured ice concentrations (< 200 L−1) dis-
cussed below.

Figure 1 shows the dependence of maximum ice concen-
tration produced by homogeneous freezing on adiabatic cool-
ing rate (updraft speed) for conditions in the tropical upper-
most troposphere. As other studies have shown, there is some
dependence on temperature, but cooling rate is the dominant
controlling factor. Only with updraft speeds less than a few
cm s−1 will the peak ice concentration remain within the
range of observed ice concentrations at tropical tropopause
temperatures. (Measured ice concentrations are discussed
in the following section.) The primary reason that homo-
geneous nucleation produces such large ice concentrations is
the assumption that the supersaturation threshold for freez-
ing of aerosols is independent of aerosol composition. As
a result, when the supersaturation increases past this thresh-
old, homogeneous freezing of many aerosols can occur very
quickly.
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Fig. 1. The sensitivity of peak ice concentration predicted by par-
cel model simulations of homogeneous aerosol freezing to updraft
speed and the temperature at which nucleation occurs. Cooling rate
(updraft speed) is clearly the dominant factor controlling peak ice
concentration. For comparison, we show the range of measured ice
concentrations (presented in Section 4).

Along with high ice concentrations, homogeneous freez-
ing nucleation is expected to produce clouds with narrow ice
crystal size distributions. Figure 2 shows the evolution of
ice crystal size distribution from a parcel model simulation
with a cooling rate (adiabatic ascent rate of 1.3 cm s−1) slow

Fig. 1. The sensitivity of peak ice concentration predicted by par-
cel model simulations of homogeneous aerosol freezing to updraft
speed and the temperature at which nucleation occurs. Cooling rate
(updraft speed) is clearly the dominant factor controlling peak ice
concentration. For comparison, we show the range of measured ice
concentrations (presented in Sect. 4).

tribution with a total particle concentration of 2500 cm−3, a
mode radius of 0.055 µm, and a geometric width of 1.6. Re-
sults are relatively insensitive to aerosol size distribution or
composition. The model treats the exchange of vapor be-
tween growing or sublimating ice crystals and water vapor.

A number of modeling studies have shown that if ice nu-
cleation occurs via homogeneous freezing, the resulting ice
concentration is primarily controlled by cooling rate, with
aerosol abundance having a minor effect (e.g.,Jensen and
Toon, 1994; Kärcher and Lohmann, 2002). At low tem-
peratures and with moderate-to-rapid cooling rates, the ice
concentration could become comparable to the concentration
of aerosols available, in which case ice concentration could
be controlled by aerosol abundance (Kay and Wood, 2008).
However, the aerosol concentration in the tropical upper tro-
posphere is always much larger (>10 cm−3) (Brock et al.,
1995) than the measured ice concentrations (<200 L−1) dis-
cussed below.

Figure1 shows the dependence of maximum ice concen-
tration produced by homogeneous freezing on adiabatic cool-
ing rate (updraft speed) for conditions in the tropical upper-
most troposphere. As other studies have shown, there is some
dependence on temperature, but cooling rate is the domi-
nant controlling factor. Only with updraft speeds less than a
few cm s−1 will the peak ice concentration remain within the
range of observed ice concentrations at tropical tropopause
temperatures. (Measured ice concentrations are discussed
in the following section.) The primary reason that homo-
geneous nucleation produces such large ice concentrations is
the assumption that the supersaturation threshold for freezing
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enough to produce ice concentrations comparable to the mea-
sured values presented below. Ice nucleation occurs within a
time span of about 10 min, then the ice crystals grow to about
10 µm diameter and quench the supersaturation within a few
hours. Since all of the ice crystals were nucleated at about the
same time, they grow together and end up about the same size
in the mature cloud, resulting in the narrow size distribution.
We caution again here that it is unrealistic to simulate the
evolution of a cloud significantly beyond the point of nucle-
ation with a parcel model because sedimentation will become
important. However, even in one-dimensional simulations of
cirrus formation near the tropical tropopause driven by mod-
erate cooling, homogeneous freezing produces narrow size
distributions within a particular altitude range (see Figure 8
of Jensen et al. (2008)).
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Fig. 2. The evolution of ice crystal size distribution from a parcel
model simulation with a slow (1.3 cm s−1) uplift are shown. Nu-
cleation occurs at 190 K. Homogeneous freezing results in a narrow
size distribution in the mature cloud.

It is arguably unrealistic to assume that ice nucleation in
the TTL is typically driven by only synoptic-scale motions
with updraft speeds no larger than '3–4 cm s−1. Temper-
ature variability driven by mesoscale gravity waves are a
nearly ubiquitous feature in aircraft measurements of tem-
perature in this region of the atmosphere (Bacmeister et al.,
1996; Fritts and Nastrom, 1992). As an example from
CRAVE, Figure 3 shows about 7.5 min of 20 Hz meteoro-
logical data taken with the WB-57 Meteorological Measure-
ment System (Scott et al., 1990) over a fairly level section
of flight during the February 1, 2006 flight during which
thin TTL cirrus were sampled. The fluctuations are irreg-
ular, as would be expected from a superposition of waves
from a variety of distant sources. The vertical velocities
have characteristic amplitudes of about 20–30 cm s−1. We
can see quasi-periodic fluctuations in temperature about a
minute long ('10 km for the 200 m s−1 speed of the air-

craft), which lag the vertical wind by about a quarter cycle.
This phase behavior is expected for a gravity wave where
vertical wind fluctuations advect the vertical potential tem-
perature gradient. The intrinsic period of these fluctuations
is close to the Brunt-Väisälä period derived from the verti-
cal temperature gradients from the Microwave Temperature
Profiler (Denning et al., 1989). Their short period indicates
that these wave are vertically trapped, which means that they
could have sources at a substantial horizontal distance from
the point of observation. The fluctuations are thus physically
self-consistent.
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Fig. 3. A 7.5 min time series of WB-57 temperature (black), verti-
cal wind (green), and pressure altitude (red) measurements is shown
for a flight segment on February 1, 2006 during which thin cirrus
were sampled. The quasi-periodic, 1-min temperature fluctuations
lagging the vertical wind oscillations by about a quarter cycle in-
dicate the presence of gravity waves. The oscillations in pressure
altitude are not reflected in the vertical wind or temperature fields.

Temperature oscillations can drive localized rapid cooling
that has the potential to increase ice concentrations generated
by homogeneous freezing. The impact of gravity-wave tem-
perature oscillations on ice concentration statistics has been
discussed in past modeling studies (Jensen and Pfister, 2004;
Kärcher and Ström, 2003). Here, we go a step further and
provide an analysis of the impact of different wave frequen-
cies and phase offsets on ice concentrations.

If we consider a case with a single wave frequency, the
maximum enhancement in ice concentration will be achieved
if ice nucleation occurs in the phase of the wave where cool-
ing is maximized. However, the ice nucleation event is not
instantaneous; Under tropical tropopause conditions with a
cooling rate of 1 K hour−1 (corresponding to '3 cm s−1

adiabatic ascent), the time for homogeneous freezing to in-
crease the ice concentration from 5% to 95% of its maxi-
mum value is about 4 s. If the wave-driven cooling reaches
its minimum temperature before the ice nucleation event is

Fig. 2. The evolution of ice crystal size distribution from a parcel
model simulation with a slow (1.3 cm s−1) uplift are shown. Nu-
cleation occurs at 190 K. Homogeneous freezing results in a narrow
size distribution in the mature cloud.

of aerosols is independent of aerosol composition. As a
result, when the supersaturation increases past this thresh-
old, homogeneous freezing of many aerosols can occur very
quickly.

Along with high ice concentrations, homogeneous freez-
ing nucleation is expected to produce clouds with narrow
ice crystal size distributions. Figure2 shows the evolution
of ice crystal size distribution from a parcel model simula-
tion with a cooling rate slow enough (adiabatic ascent rate of
1.3 cm s−1) slow enough to produce ice concentrations com-
parable to the measured values presented below. Ice nucle-
ation occurs within a time span of about 10 min, then the ice
crystals grow to about 10 µm diameter and quench the super-
saturation within a few hours. Since all of the ice crystals
were nucleated at about the same time, they grow together
and end up about the same size in the mature cloud, resulting
in the narrow size distribution. We caution again here that it
is unrealistic to simulate the evolution of a cloud significantly
beyond the point of nucleation with a parcel model because
sedimentation will become important. However, even in one-
dimensional simulations of cirrus formation near the tropical
tropopause driven by moderate cooling, homogeneous freez-
ing produces narrow size distributions within a particular al-
titude range (see Fig. 8 ofJensen et al.(2008)).

It is arguably unrealistic to assume that ice nucleation in
the TTL is typically driven by only synoptic-scale motions
with updraft speeds no larger than'3–4 cm s−1. Temper-
ature variability driven by mesoscale gravity waves are a
nearly ubiquitous feature in aircraft measurements of tem-
perature in this region of the atmosphere (Bacmeister et al.,
1996; Fritts and Nastrom, 1992). As an example from
CRAVE, Fig. 3 shows about 7.5 min of 20 Hz meteorolog-
ical data taken with the WB-57 Meteorological Measure-
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enough to produce ice concentrations comparable to the mea-
sured values presented below. Ice nucleation occurs within a
time span of about 10 min, then the ice crystals grow to about
10 µm diameter and quench the supersaturation within a few
hours. Since all of the ice crystals were nucleated at about the
same time, they grow together and end up about the same size
in the mature cloud, resulting in the narrow size distribution.
We caution again here that it is unrealistic to simulate the
evolution of a cloud significantly beyond the point of nucle-
ation with a parcel model because sedimentation will become
important. However, even in one-dimensional simulations of
cirrus formation near the tropical tropopause driven by mod-
erate cooling, homogeneous freezing produces narrow size
distributions within a particular altitude range (see Figure 8
of Jensen et al. (2008)).
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Fig. 2. The evolution of ice crystal size distribution from a parcel
model simulation with a slow (1.3 cm s−1) uplift are shown. Nu-
cleation occurs at 190 K. Homogeneous freezing results in a narrow
size distribution in the mature cloud.

It is arguably unrealistic to assume that ice nucleation in
the TTL is typically driven by only synoptic-scale motions
with updraft speeds no larger than '3–4 cm s−1. Temper-
ature variability driven by mesoscale gravity waves are a
nearly ubiquitous feature in aircraft measurements of tem-
perature in this region of the atmosphere (Bacmeister et al.,
1996; Fritts and Nastrom, 1992). As an example from
CRAVE, Figure 3 shows about 7.5 min of 20 Hz meteoro-
logical data taken with the WB-57 Meteorological Measure-
ment System (Scott et al., 1990) over a fairly level section
of flight during the February 1, 2006 flight during which
thin TTL cirrus were sampled. The fluctuations are irreg-
ular, as would be expected from a superposition of waves
from a variety of distant sources. The vertical velocities
have characteristic amplitudes of about 20–30 cm s−1. We
can see quasi-periodic fluctuations in temperature about a
minute long ('10 km for the 200 m s−1 speed of the air-

craft), which lag the vertical wind by about a quarter cycle.
This phase behavior is expected for a gravity wave where
vertical wind fluctuations advect the vertical potential tem-
perature gradient. The intrinsic period of these fluctuations
is close to the Brunt-Väisälä period derived from the verti-
cal temperature gradients from the Microwave Temperature
Profiler (Denning et al., 1989). Their short period indicates
that these wave are vertically trapped, which means that they
could have sources at a substantial horizontal distance from
the point of observation. The fluctuations are thus physically
self-consistent.
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Fig. 3. A 7.5 min time series of WB-57 temperature (black), verti-
cal wind (green), and pressure altitude (red) measurements is shown
for a flight segment on February 1, 2006 during which thin cirrus
were sampled. The quasi-periodic, 1-min temperature fluctuations
lagging the vertical wind oscillations by about a quarter cycle in-
dicate the presence of gravity waves. The oscillations in pressure
altitude are not reflected in the vertical wind or temperature fields.

Temperature oscillations can drive localized rapid cooling
that has the potential to increase ice concentrations generated
by homogeneous freezing. The impact of gravity-wave tem-
perature oscillations on ice concentration statistics has been
discussed in past modeling studies (Jensen and Pfister, 2004;
Kärcher and Ström, 2003). Here, we go a step further and
provide an analysis of the impact of different wave frequen-
cies and phase offsets on ice concentrations.

If we consider a case with a single wave frequency, the
maximum enhancement in ice concentration will be achieved
if ice nucleation occurs in the phase of the wave where cool-
ing is maximized. However, the ice nucleation event is not
instantaneous; Under tropical tropopause conditions with a
cooling rate of 1 K hour−1 (corresponding to '3 cm s−1

adiabatic ascent), the time for homogeneous freezing to in-
crease the ice concentration from 5% to 95% of its maxi-
mum value is about 4 s. If the wave-driven cooling reaches
its minimum temperature before the ice nucleation event is

Fig. 3. A 7.5 min time series of WB-57 temperature (black), verti-
cal wind (green), and pressure altitude (red) measurements is shown
for a flight segment on 1 February 2006 during which thin cirrus
were sampled. The quasi-periodic, 1-min temperature fluctuations
lagging the vertical wind oscillations by about a quarter cycle in-
dicate the presence of gravity waves. The oscillations in pressure
altitude are not reflected in the vertical wind or temperature fields.

ment System (Scott et al., 1990) over a fairly level section
of the 1 February flight during which thin TTL cirrus were
sampled. The fluctuations are irregular, as would be ex-
pected from a superposition of waves from a variety of dis-
tant sources. The vertical velocities have characteristic am-
plitudes of about 20–30 cm s−1. We can see quasi-periodic
fluctuations in temperature about a minute long ('10 km for
the 200 m s−1 speed of the aircraft), which lag the vertical
wind by about a quarter cycle. This phase behavior is ex-
pected for a gravity wave where vertical wind fluctuations
advect the vertical potential temperature gradient. The intrin-
sic period of these fluctuations is close to the Brunt-Väis̈alä
period derived from the vertical temperature gradients from
the Microwave Temperature Profiler (Denning et al., 1989).
Their short period indicates that these waves are vertically
trapped, which means that they could have sources at a sub-
stantial horizontal distance from the point of observation.
The fluctuations are thus physically self-consistent.

Temperature oscillations can drive localized rapid cooling
that has the potential to increase ice concentrations generated
by homogeneous freezing. The impact of gravity-wave tem-
perature oscillations on ice concentration statistics has been
discussed in past modeling studies (Jensen and Pfister, 2004;
Kärcher and Str̈om, 2003). Here, we go a step further and
provide an analysis of the impact of different wave frequen-
cies and phase offsets on ice concentrations.

If we consider a case with a single wave frequency, the
maximum enhancement in ice concentration will be achieved
if ice nucleation occurs in the phase of the wave where cool-
ing is maximized. However, the ice nucleation event is not
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instantaneous; Under tropical tropopause conditions with a
cooling rate of 1 K h−1 (corresponding to'3 cm s−1 adia-
batic ascent), the time for homogeneous freezing to increase
the ice concentration from 5% to 95% of its maximum value
is about 4 s. If the wave-driven cooling reaches its minimum
temperature before the ice nucleation event is complete, nu-
cleation will be shut off prematurely, potentially resulting
in a peak ice concentration even lower than would have oc-
curred in the absence of a wave.

Figure 4 shows examples of waves with different phase
offsets causing either suppressed or enhanced ice concentra-
tion. In these examples, a wave with a period of 30 min and
a vertical wind amplitude of 24 cm s−1 is superimposed on a
3 cm s−1 adiabatic cooling. The wave phase in the first case
(Fig. 4a) results in the temperature reaching a minimum (ice
saturation reaching a maximum) shortly after ice nucleation
starts. The ice concentration is limited to 40 L−1, and by the
time the temperature goes through a deeper minimum 30 min
later, the vapor has been depleted by growth of the exist-
ing ice crystals, and no further nucleation occurs. Figure4b
shows the result of wave phase being ideal for enhancing ice
concentration. Ice nucleation begins when the cooling rate
is maximum, and the rapid cooling continues until enough
ice crystals ('3000 L−1) are produced such that their growth
rapidly depletes the vapor concentration and quenches fur-
ther ice nucleation. The peak ice concentration variation with
wave phase (Fig.4c) shows rapid increases and decreases oc-
curring as phase changes slightly. Over most of the range of
wave phase, the peak ice concentration is considerably en-
hanced over that produced without the wave (240 L−1 for the
3 cm s−1 background updraft speed).

The peak ice concentrations (both the maximum at opti-
mum phase and the average over phase) versus wave period
are shown in Fig.5 for wave periods ranging from near the
Brunt Vaisala period ('5 min) up to a few hours. The wave
amplitudes for different periods were taken from the spec-
trum presented byJensen and Pfister(2004). At the lowest
wave periods, the enhancement of peak ice concentrations
by wave-driven temperature oscillations is not very strong
because the wave period is comparable to the time scale for
a nucleation event, and, as discussed above, the nucleation
process can be shut off before a nucleation event is com-
plete. In fact, very high-frequency waves can decrease ice
concentrations. The maximum enhancement of ice concen-
tration occurs for waves with periods near 30 min. For such
waves, the cooling rate can be large, and the wave period is
significantly longer than the nucleation time, such that nu-
cleation events can occur within the rapid-cooling phase of
the wave. As the period increases beyond 30 min, the peak
ice concentration decreases because the wave-driven cooling
rate decreases; however, the peak ice concentrations in the
waves still remain considerably higher than what would be
achieved by slow cooling in the absence of a wave.
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complete, nucleation will be shut off prematurely, potentially
resulting in a peak ice concentration even lower than would
have occurred in the absence of a wave.

Figure 4 shows examples of waves with different phase
offsets causing either suppressed or enhanced ice concentra-
tion. In these examples, a wave with a period of 30 min and
a vertical wind amplitude of 24 cm s−1 is superimposed on
a 3 cm s−1 adiabatic cooling. The wave phase in the first
case (Figure 4a) results in the temperature reaching a mini-
mum (ice saturation reaching a maximum) shortly after ice
nucleation starts. The ice concentration is limited to 40 L−1,
and by the time the temperature goes through a deeper min-
imum 30 min later, the vapor has been depleted by growth
of the existing ice crystals, and no further nucleation occurs.
Figure 4b shows the result of wave phase being ideal for en-
hancing ice concentration. Ice nucleation begins when the
cooling rate is maximum, and the rapid cooling continues
until enough ice crystals ('3000 L−1) are produced such
that their growth rapidly depletes the vapor concentration and
quenches further ice nucleation. The peak ice concentration
variation with wave phase (Figure 4c) shows rapid increases
and decreases occurring as phase changes slightly. Over most
of the range of wave phase, the peak ice concentration is
considerably enhanced over that produced without the wave
(240 L−1 for the 3 cm s−1 background updraft speed).

The peak ice concentrations (both the maximum at opti-
mum phase and the average over phase) versus wave period
are shown in Figure 5 for wave periods ranging from near the
Brunt Vaisala period ('5 min) up to a few hours. The wave
amplitudes for different periods were taken from the spec-
trum presented by Jensen and Pfister (2004). At the lowest
wave periods, the enhancement of peak ice concentrations
by wave-driven temperature oscillations is not very strong
because the wave period is comparable to the time scale for
a nucleation event, and, as discussed above, the nucleation
process can be shut off before a nucleation event is complete.
The maximum enhancement of ice concentration occurs for
waves with periods near 30 min. For such waves, the cool-
ing rate can be large, and the wave period is significantly
longer than the nucleation time, such that nucleation events
can occur within the rapid-cooling phase of the wave. As the
period increases beyond 30 min, the peak ice concentration
decreases because the wave-driven cooling rate decreases;
however, the peak ice concentrations in the waves still re-
main considerably higher than what would be achieved by
slow cooling in the absence of a wave.

Lastly, we consider the more realistic scenario of a spec-
trum of gravity waves superimposed on a slow cooling.
Again, we use the spectrum specified by Jensen and Pfister
(2004). Phase offsets for individual wave frequencies in this
spectrum are chosen by a random number generator. Mo-
tivated by the dependence on wave phase offset discussed
above, we have run a large number of realizations with dif-
ferent seeds for the random number generator. As shown in
Figure 6, the result is a broad range of peak ice concentra-
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Fig. 4. Time series of temperature (black), ice saturation ratio
(green), and ice concentration are shown from parcel model simu-
lations with a gravity wave (period=30 min, amplitude=24 cm s−1)
superimposed on slow cooling. Top panel: an example where the
wave phase results in a peak ice concentration well below that which
would have been produced in the absence of a wave; middle panel:
an example where the wave results in strongly enhanced peak ice
concentration; bottom panel: peak ice concentration versus wave
phase offset.

tions. However, in the majority of the realizations, the peak
ice concentration is significantly higher than what would be
generated with slow, synoptic cooling alone and also consid-
erably higher than the measured ice concentrations described
below.

3 TTL cirrus measurements

For evaluation of TTL cirrus ice production processes, we
compare these theoretical expectations with measurements of
ice number concentrations, ice crystal size distributions, and
cloud extinctions. For the ice concentration and size distri-

Fig. 4. Time series of temperature (black), ice saturation ratio
(green), and ice concentration are shown from parcel model simula-
tions with a gravity wave (period = 30 min, amplitude = 24 cm s−1)
superimposed on slow cooling. Top panel: an example where the
wave phase results in a peak ice concentration well below that which
would have been produced in the absence of a wave; middle panel:
an example where the wave results in strongly enhanced peak ice
concentration; bottom panel: peak ice concentration versus wave
phase offset.

Lastly, we consider the more realistic scenario of a spec-
trum of gravity waves superimposed on a slow cooling.
Again, we use the spectrum specified byJensen and Pfister
(2004). Phase offsets for individual wave frequencies in this
spectrum are chosen by a random number generator. Mo-
tivated by the dependence on wave phase offset discussed
above, we have run a large number of realizations with dif-
ferent seeds for the random number generator. As shown
in Fig. 6, the result is a broad range of peak ice concentra-
tions. However, in the majority of the realizations, the peak
ice concentration is significantly higher than what would be
generated with slow, synoptic cooling alone and also consid-
erably higher than the measured ice concentrations described
below.
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Fig. 5. The peak ice concentration at optimum phase offset (solid
curve) and the peak ice concentration averaged over phase offset
(dashed curve) are plotted versus wave period for parcel-model sim-
ulations with monochromatic waves superimposed on slow cooling.
The wave amplitude versus period was taken from the spectrum pre-
sented by Jensen and Pfister (2004).
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Fig. 6. The frequency distribution of peak ice concentrations from
a large number of parcel model simulations with spectra of waves
superimposed on slow cooling is shown. In each simulation, a dif-
ferent seed was used for the random number generation of phase
offsets for each wave frequency in the spectrum.

butions, we focus on the extensive sampling of cold TTL cir-
rus with high-altitude aircraft during CRAVE. As described
in detail by Lawson et al. (2008), TTL cirrus were sampled
for many hours on multiple flights with the NASA WB-57
aircraft. The key instruments for measuring TTL cirrus mi-
crophysical properties were the Cloud, Aerosol, Precipita-
tion Spectrometer (CAPS) and the Two Dimensional Stereo
(2D-S) probe. CAPS consists of two separate instruments

housed in the same package: the Cloud Aerosol Spectrom-
eter (CAS) retrieves particle sizes in the size range of 0.5–
50 µm by measuring light scattered off the particles (Baum-
gardner et al., 2001); the Cloud Imaging Probe (CIP) cap-
tures two-dimensional images of ice crystals with sizes rang-
ing from about 25 to 1550 µm.

The 2D-S probe consists of two independent, identical
imaging instruments housed in one canister. 2D-S is sim-
ilar to CIP and other imaging probes except that it has a
smaller pixel size (10 µm) and faster electronics, resulting
in extension of size distributions down to '10µm (Law-
son et al., 2006). It is certainly possible that considerable
numbers of ice crystals exist that are smaller than the min-
imum detectable 2D-S size, particularly at the cold tropical
tropopause where very little water vapor is available for de-
positional growth. However, the CAS probe should provide
a measure of concentrations in the 1–10 µm size range.

There has recently been considerable discussion in the lit-
erature about artifacts from shattering of large crystals on
the instrument housing resulting in exaggerated concentra-
tions of small crystals reported by these probes (e.g. Field
et al., 2003, 2006; McFarquhar et al., 2007; Heymsfield,
2007; Jensen et al., 2009). Although the problem is more
acute for instruments such as the CAS probe that ingest ice
crystals through an inlet, shattering of large crystals on the
detector arms of probes like CIP and 2D-S can also result in
artifacts reaching the sample volume and spurious counts of
small crystals. In the 2D-S dataset, post-processing analysis
using interarrival times identifies and removes shattering ar-
tifacts based on the assumption that ice crystal spacings in
the natural cloud are Poisson distributed and shattering ar-
tifacts appear as clusters of closely spaced particles (Baker
et al., 2009). In the CRAVE measurements presented here,
crystal shattering is likely not a significant problem since
the cold TTL cirrus contain vanishingly few crystals large
enough (approaching 100 µm) to produce shattering artifacts
(Lawson et al., 2008). Further, the result emphasized below
is that TTL ice concentrations are surprisingly low. If the
measurements were enhanced by shattering artifacts, then the
natural ice concentrations would be even lower.

For comparison, we also present CAPS ice concentrations
from a somewhat warmer ('200 K), in situ-formed cirrus
layer sampled near the subtropical tropopause during the Cir-
rus Regional Study of Tropical Anvils and Cirrus Layers -
Florida Area Cirrus Experiment (CRYSTAL-FACE) on 13
July, 2002 (Jensen et al., 2005). In this case, larger crystals
were present than in the CRAVE TTL cirrus, and shattering
artifacts are somewhat more of a concern. Taking 60 µm
as a conservative lower limit for the size of crystals that can
potentially shatter, the maximum ice water content (IWC)
of crystals that might shatter and produce artifacts in the 13
July cirrus layer indicated by CIP was 0.0006 g m−3. A re-
cent analysis of CAPS and 2D-S anvil cirrus measurements
indicated a strong linear correlation between spurious CAS
ice concentration and large-crystal IWC: NCAS ≈ 3.56 ×

Fig. 5. The peak ice concentration at optimum phase offset (solid
curve) and the peak ice concentration averaged over phase offset
(dashed curve) are plotted versus wave period for parcel-model sim-
ulations with monochromatic waves superimposed on slow cooling.
The wave amplitude versus period was taken from the spectrum pre-
sented byJensen and Pfister(2004).
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Fig. 5. The peak ice concentration at optimum phase offset (solid
curve) and the peak ice concentration averaged over phase offset
(dashed curve) are plotted versus wave period for parcel-model sim-
ulations with monochromatic waves superimposed on slow cooling.
The wave amplitude versus period was taken from the spectrum pre-
sented by Jensen and Pfister (2004).
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Fig. 6. The frequency distribution of peak ice concentrations from
a large number of parcel model simulations with spectra of waves
superimposed on slow cooling is shown. In each simulation, a dif-
ferent seed was used for the random number generation of phase
offsets for each wave frequency in the spectrum.

butions, we focus on the extensive sampling of cold TTL cir-
rus with high-altitude aircraft during CRAVE. As described
in detail by Lawson et al. (2008), TTL cirrus were sampled
for many hours on multiple flights with the NASA WB-57
aircraft. The key instruments for measuring TTL cirrus mi-
crophysical properties were the Cloud, Aerosol, Precipita-
tion Spectrometer (CAPS) and the Two Dimensional Stereo
(2D-S) probe. CAPS consists of two separate instruments

housed in the same package: the Cloud Aerosol Spectrom-
eter (CAS) retrieves particle sizes in the size range of 0.5–
50 µm by measuring light scattered off the particles (Baum-
gardner et al., 2001); the Cloud Imaging Probe (CIP) cap-
tures two-dimensional images of ice crystals with sizes rang-
ing from about 25 to 1550 µm.

The 2D-S probe consists of two independent, identical
imaging instruments housed in one canister. 2D-S is sim-
ilar to CIP and other imaging probes except that it has a
smaller pixel size (10 µm) and faster electronics, resulting
in extension of size distributions down to '10µm (Law-
son et al., 2006). It is certainly possible that considerable
numbers of ice crystals exist that are smaller than the min-
imum detectable 2D-S size, particularly at the cold tropical
tropopause where very little water vapor is available for de-
positional growth. However, the CAS probe should provide
a measure of concentrations in the 1–10 µm size range.

There has recently been considerable discussion in the lit-
erature about artifacts from shattering of large crystals on
the instrument housing resulting in exaggerated concentra-
tions of small crystals reported by these probes (e.g. Field
et al., 2003, 2006; McFarquhar et al., 2007; Heymsfield,
2007; Jensen et al., 2009). Although the problem is more
acute for instruments such as the CAS probe that ingest ice
crystals through an inlet, shattering of large crystals on the
detector arms of probes like CIP and 2D-S can also result in
artifacts reaching the sample volume and spurious counts of
small crystals. In the 2D-S dataset, post-processing analysis
using interarrival times identifies and removes shattering ar-
tifacts based on the assumption that ice crystal spacings in
the natural cloud are Poisson distributed and shattering ar-
tifacts appear as clusters of closely spaced particles (Baker
et al., 2009). In the CRAVE measurements presented here,
crystal shattering is likely not a significant problem since
the cold TTL cirrus contain vanishingly few crystals large
enough (approaching 100 µm) to produce shattering artifacts
(Lawson et al., 2008). Further, the result emphasized below
is that TTL ice concentrations are surprisingly low. If the
measurements were enhanced by shattering artifacts, then the
natural ice concentrations would be even lower.

For comparison, we also present CAPS ice concentrations
from a somewhat warmer ('200 K), in situ-formed cirrus
layer sampled near the subtropical tropopause during the Cir-
rus Regional Study of Tropical Anvils and Cirrus Layers -
Florida Area Cirrus Experiment (CRYSTAL-FACE) on 13
July, 2002 (Jensen et al., 2005). In this case, larger crystals
were present than in the CRAVE TTL cirrus, and shattering
artifacts are somewhat more of a concern. Taking 60 µm
as a conservative lower limit for the size of crystals that can
potentially shatter, the maximum ice water content (IWC)
of crystals that might shatter and produce artifacts in the 13
July cirrus layer indicated by CIP was 0.0006 g m−3. A re-
cent analysis of CAPS and 2D-S anvil cirrus measurements
indicated a strong linear correlation between spurious CAS
ice concentration and large-crystal IWC: NCAS ≈ 3.56 ×

Fig. 6. The frequency distribution of peak ice concentrations from
a large number of parcel model simulations with spectra of waves
superimposed on slow cooling is shown. In each simulation, a dif-
ferent seed was used for the random number generation of phase
offsets for each wave frequency in the spectrum.

3 TTL cirrus measurements

For evaluation of TTL cirrus ice production processes, we
compare these theoretical expectations with measurements of
ice number concentrations, ice crystal size distributions, and
cloud extinctions. For the ice concentrations and size distri-
butions, we focus on the extensive sampling of cold TTL cir-
rus with high-altitude aircraft during CRAVE. As described
in detail byLawson et al.(2008), TTL cirrus were sampled

for many hours on multiple flights with the NASA WB-57
aircraft. The key instruments for measuring TTL cirrus mi-
crophysical properties were the Cloud, Aerosol, Precipita-
tion Spectrometer (CAPS) and the Two Dimensional Stereo
(2D-S) probe. CAPS consists of two separate instruments
housed in the same package: the Cloud Aerosol Spectrom-
eter (CAS) retrieves particle sizes in the size range of 0.5–
50 µm by measuring light scattered off the particles (Baum-
gardner et al., 2001); the Cloud Imaging Probe (CIP) cap-
tures two-dimensional images of ice crystals with sizes rang-
ing from about 25 to 1550 µm.

The 2D-S probe consists of two independent, identical
imaging instruments housed in one canister. 2D-S is sim-
ilar to CIP and other imaging probes except that it has a
smaller pixel size (10 µm) and faster electronics, resulting
in extension of size distributions down to'10µm (Law-
son et al., 2006). It is certainly possible that considerable
numbers of ice crystals exist that are smaller than the min-
imum detectable 2D-S size, particularly at the cold tropical
tropopause where very little water vapor is available for de-
positional growth. However, the CAS probe should provide
a measure of concentrations in the 1–10 µm size range.

There has recently been considerable discussion in the lit-
erature about artifacts from shattering of large crystals on
the instrument housing resulting in exaggerated concentra-
tions of small crystals reported by these probes (e.g.Field
et al., 2003, 2006; McFarquhar et al., 2007; Heymsfield,
2007; Jensen et al., 2009). Although the problem is more
acute for instruments such as the CAS probe that ingest ice
crystals through an inlet, shattering of large crystals on the
detector arms of probes like CIP and 2D-S can also result in
artifacts reaching the sample volume and spurious counts of
small crystals. In the 2D-S dataset, post-processing analysis
using interarrival times identifies and removes shattering arti-
facts based on the assumption that ice crystal spacings in the
natural cloud are Poisson distributed and shattering artifacts
appear as clusters of closely spaced particles (Baker et al.,
2009). In the CRAVE measurements presented here, crystal
shattering is likely not a significant problem since the cold
TTL cirrus contain vanishingly few crystals large enough
(approaching 100 µm) to produce shattering artifacts (Law-
son et al., 2008). Further, the result emphasized below is that
TTL ice concentrations are surprisingly low. If the measure-
ments were enhanced by shattering artifacts, then the natural
ice concentrations would be even lower.

For comparison, we also present CAPS ice concentrations
from a somewhat warmer ('200 K), in situ-formed cirrus
layer sampled near the subtropical tropopause during the Cir-
rus Regional Study of Tropical Anvils and Cirrus Layers -
Florida Area Cirrus Experiment (CRYSTAL-FACE) on 13
July 2002 (Jensen et al., 2005). In this case, larger crystals
were present than in the CRAVE TTL cirrus, and shattering
artifacts are somewhat more of a concern. Taking 60 µm as
a conservative lower limit for the size of crystals that can
potentially shatter, the maximum ice water content (IWC) of
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crystals that might shatter and produce artifacts in the 13 July
cirrus layer indicated by CIP was 0.0006 g m−3. A recent
analysis of CAPS and 2D-S anvil cirrus measurements indi-
cated a strong linear correlation between spurious CAS ice
concentration and large-crystal IWC:NCAS≈3.56×104IWC
(Jensen et al., 2009). Using this relationship as an approxi-
mate guide, we estimate that shattering artifacts likely con-
tributed no more than≈20 L−1 to the ice concentration mea-
sured by CAS in the 13 July tropopause cirrus layer.

For global measurements of TTL cirrus, we turn to
the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization
(CALIOP) instrument on-board the CALIPSO satellite. This
instrument is providing unprecedented information about
TTL cirrus occurrence frequency and regional distribution
(e.g.,Yang et al., 2009). Here, we use the CALIOP Level
2 measurements of cloud extinction (Anselmo et al., 2007).
The direct measurement from CALIOP is actually attenuated
backscatter. Calculation of extinction requires assumptions
about the so-called “lidar ratio” (extinction to backscatter
ratio) as well as the multiple scattering factor (Young and
Vaughan, 2009). Yang et al.(2009) provide a detailed analy-
sis of estimations of lidar ratio and multiple scattering factor.
They estimate the uncertainty in derived extinction is approx-
imately 30%.

4 TTL cirrus ice concentrations and size distributions

4.1 Ice crystal concentrations

Microphysical measurements of thin cirrus formed in the
TTL from several high-altitude research aircraft experiments
have been reported in the literature. These measurements
include NASA WB-57 flights made in the 1970s (Heyms-
field, 1986; McFarquhar et al., 2000) and WB-57 flights
from recent campaigns based in Costa Rica, as well as re-
cent campaigns using the Geophysica aircraft (Krämer et al.,
2009). Instruments used to sample the clouds include an
Axially Scattering Spectrometer Probe (ASSP) and a One-
Dimensional Cloud (1DC) particle probe (McFarquhar et al.,
2000), a formvar replicator (Heymsfield, 1986), Forward
Scattering Spectrometer Probes (FSSP), CAPS, and 2D-S.
We focus first on the measured ice number concentrations.
As reported byLawson et al.(2008) andKrämer et al.(2009)
the ice concentrations are typically below 100 L−1; for exam-
ple, the Costa Rica Aura Validation (CRAVE) mission mea-
surements with 2D-S indicate mean TTL cirrus ice concen-
trations of 66 L−1; the largest ice concentration observed in
these clouds was 189 L−1 (Lawson et al., 2008). Figure7
shows ice concentration frequency distributions measured by
2D-S and CAPS in the TTL cirrus layer sampled on 1 Febru-
ary 2006. The CAPS and 2D-S ice concentrations are almost
exclusively less than 100 L−1. TTL cirrus ice concentrations
measured on other CRAVE flights were comparably low. The
pilots were instructed to porpoise up and down through the
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104IWC (Jensen et al., 2009). Using this relationship as
an approximate guide, we estimate that shattering artifacts
likely contributed no more than approximately 20 L−1 to the
ice concentration measured by CAS in the 13 July tropopause
cirrus layer.

For global measurements of TTL cirrus, we turn to
the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization
(CALIOP) instrument on-board the CALIPSO satellite. This
instrument is providing unprecedented information about
TTL cirrus occurrence frequency and regional distribution
(Yang et al., 2009). Here, we use the CALIOP Level 2
measurements of cloud extinction (Anselmo et al., 2007).
The direct measurement from CALIOP is actually attenu-
ated backscatter. Calculation of extinction requires assump-
tions about the so-called ”lidar ratio” (extinction to backscat-
ter ratio) as well as the multiple scattering factor (Young and
Vaughan, 2009). Yang et al. (2009) provide a detailed analy-
sis of estimations of lidar ratio and multiple scattering factor.
They estimate the uncertainty in derived extinction is approx-
imately 30%.

4 TTL cirrus ice concentrations and size distributions

4.1 Ice crystal concentrations

Microphysical measurements of thin cirrus formed in the
TTL from several high-altitude research aircraft experiments
have been reported in the literature. These measurements
include NASA WB-57 flights made in the 1970s (Heyms-
field, 1986; McFarquhar et al., 2000) and WB-57 flights
from recent campaigns based in Costa Rica, as well as re-
cent campaigns using the Geophysica aircraft (Krämer et al.,
2009). Instruments used to sample the clouds include an
Axially Scattering Spectrometer Probe (ASSP) and a One-
Dimensional Cloud (1DC) particle probe (McFarquhar et al.,
2000), a formvar replicator (Heymsfield, 1986), Forward
Scattering Spectrometer Probes (FSSP), CAPS, and 2D-S.
We focus first on the measured ice number concentrations.
As reported by Lawson et al. (2008) and Krämer et al. (2009)
the ice concentrations are typically below 100 L−1; for ex-
ample, the Costa Rica Aura Validation (CRAVE) mission
measurements with 2D-S indicate mean TTL cirrus ice con-
centrations of 66 L−1; the largest ice concentration observed
in these clouds was 189 L−1 (Lawson et al., 2008). Figure 7
shows ice concentration frequency distributions measured by
2D-S and CAPS in the TTL cirrus layer sampled on 1 Febru-
ary, 2006. The CAPS and 2D-S ice concentrations are almost
exclusively less than 100 L−1. TTL cirrus ice concentrations
measured on other CRAVE flights were comparably low. The
pilots were instructed to porpoise up and down through the
full vertical extents of the cloud layers to avoid a sampling
bias. It should also be noted that analysis of back trajecto-
ries from the flight paths along with infrared satellite imagery
showed that the air sampled had not been influenced by con-

vection for at least two weeks, indicating that these clouds
were formed in situ in the TTL (Jensen et al., 2008).

TTL cirrus ice number concentrations
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Fig. 7. Red and Black curves show ice concentration frequency dis-
tributions from CAPS and 2D-S measurements, respectively, in very
cold TTL cirrus sampled during the CRAVE mission. Ice concen-
trations in these clouds were almost exclusively less than 100 L−1.
The green curve shows the ice concentration frequency distribution
from a warmer tropopause cirrus layer sampled during CRYSTAL-
FACE with larger ice concentrations predominating.

Earlier measurements of TTL cirrus ice concentrations are
consistent with the CRAVE results. Total ice concentrations
reported by McFarquhar et al. (2000) from the ASSP and
1DC probes ranged from 37 to 102 L−1. Krämer et al. (2009)
reported that in cold (T < 205 K) TTL cirrus not associ-
ated with convection sampled with the Geophysica, FSSP
ice concentrations ranged from 5 to 200 L−1. The cumula-
tive dataset of TTL cirrus in situ sampling includes measure-
ments in the eastern Pacific, central Pacific, western Pacific
and South America. The CRAVE measurements included
many hours of cold TTL cirrus sampling on multiple flights.
Aircraft measurements necessarily give limited sampling of
the lifecycle and extent of cloud systems, and we cannot rule
out the possibility that larger ice concentration were present
in some parts of the clouds or earlier in the cloud lifecycles.
However, the evidence from the available measurements at
least suggests that ice concentrations larger than 100 L−1

rarely occur in these clouds.
For comparison, we have also included in Figure 7 a fre-

quency distribution of ice concentrations measured by CAPS
in a warmer cirrus layer formed in situ near the subtropical
tropopause (Jensen et al., 2005). The ice concentrations in
this cloud were considerably larger than those in the cold
TTL cirrus, with values often exceeding 100 L−1 and some-
times exceeding 1000 L−1. Both the low ice concentrations
in the cold CRAVE TTL cirrus and the apparent decrease in
ice concentration with decreasing temperature are in conflict

Fig. 7. Red and Black curves show ice concentration frequency dis-
tributions from CAPS and 2D-S measurements, respectively, in very
cold TTL cirrus sampled during the CRAVE mission. Ice concen-
trations in these clouds were almost exclusively less than 100 L−1.
The green curve shows the ice concentration frequency distribution
from a warmer tropopause cirrus layer sampled during CRYSTAL-
FACE with larger ice concentrations predominating.

full vertical extents of the cloud layers to avoid a sampling
bias. It should also be noted that analysis of back trajecto-
ries from the flight paths along with infrared satellite imagery
showed that the air sampled had not been influenced by con-
vection for at least two weeks, indicating that these clouds
were formed in situ in the TTL (Jensen et al., 2008).

Earlier measurements of TTL cirrus ice concentrations are
consistent with the CRAVE results. Total ice concentra-
tions reported byMcFarquhar et al.(2000) from the ASSP
and 1DC probes ranged from 37 to 102 L−1. Krämer et al.
(2009) reported that in cold (T <205 K) TTL cirrus not asso-
ciated with convection sampled with the Geophysica, FSSP
ice concentrations ranged from 5 to 200 L−1. The cumula-
tive dataset of TTL cirrus in situ sampling includes measure-
ments in the eastern Pacific, central Pacific, western Pacific
and South America. The CRAVE measurements included
many hours of cold TTL cirrus sampling on multiple flights.
Aircraft measurements necessarily give limited sampling of
the lifecycle and extent of cloud systems, and we cannot rule
out the possibility that larger ice concentration were present
in some parts of the clouds or earlier in the cloud lifecycles.
However, the evidence from the available measurements at
least suggests that ice concentrations larger than 100 L−1

rarely occur in these clouds.

For comparison, we have also included in Fig.7 a fre-
quency distribution of ice concentrations measured by CAPS
in a warmer cirrus layer formed in situ near the subtropical
tropopause (Jensen et al., 2005). The ice concentrations in
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this cloud were considerably larger than those in the cold
TTL cirrus, with values often exceeding 100 L−1 and some-
times exceeding 1000 L−1. Both the low ice concentrations
in the cold CRAVE TTL cirrus and the apparent decrease in
ice concentration with decreasing temperature are in conflict
with theoretical expectations for the conventional theory of
ice nucleation by homogeneous freezing of aqueous aerosols
(see Sect. 2).

Chepfer and Noel(2009) recently used CALIOP scat-
tering ratios (ratios of the 532 nm backscatter to molecular
backscatter), depolarization ratios, and color ratios (ratios of
the 1064 nm and 532 nm backscatter ratios) to provide global
information about the microphysical properties of clouds in
the TTL. They concluded that a subset of the clouds that were
depolarizing and had color ratios significantly less than unity
were possibly Nitric Acid Trihydrate (NAT) particles. This
conclusion is implausible because the nitric acid concentra-
tion in the TTL is far too low to produce NAT clouds de-
tectable by CALIPSO (Jensen and Drdla, 2002; Poole et al.,
2009). What the CALIOP measurements do suggest is that
some fraction of TTL clouds are composed of small (a few
microns or less), nonspherical particles. Such cloud micro-
physical properties are just what would be expected if ho-
mogeneous aerosol freezing were driven by rapid cooling
caused by gravity waves. Hence, the CALIPSO measure-
ments may indicate that there are locations in the TTL where
homogeneous freezing is the dominant ice production pro-
cess. Alternatively, these clouds with small ice crystals could
be persistent small ice crystals detrained into the TTL by in-
tense deep convection. Caution must be taken when inter-
preting the CALIOP color ratios because the 1064 nm chan-
nel is essentially calibrated by assuming that anvil cirrus have
a color ratio of unity (Reagan et al., 2002).

4.2 Ice crystal size distributions

The TTL cirrus measurements listed in Table 1 also provide
useful information about ice crystal size distributions in these
clouds. Lawson et al.(2008) presented average size distri-
butions from several hours of in situ TTL cirrus sampling
during the CRAVE mission. The average size distribution
is very broad, with crystal maximum dimensions ranging
from '2 µm to about 100 µm.Davis et al.(2010) showed
that size distributions measured in TTL cirrus from several
other field experiments were remarkably consistent with the
CRAVE measurements. All of the measurements indicated
very broad distributions. It seems reasonable to assume that
the breadth of the distribution is a result of averaging over
the vertical and horizontal extents of the clouds. Here, we
show that even within limited altitude ranges, the cloud size
distributions are broad.

Figure 8 shows 2D-S and CAPS size distributions from
two different flights segregated into altitude ranges in the
clouds. The comparison between CAPS and 2D-S is rea-
sonable, although there are significant differences. 2D-S in-

dicates higher concentrations of crystals at sizes of approx-
imately 10 µm than CAPS. The dips in the CAPS size dis-
tributions at'8 µm and 20–30 µm most likely are the result
of mis-sizing of non-spherical crystals. Retrieval of size from
the CAS is done using Mie scattering theory assuming spher-
ical particles. Aspherical particles will be undersized with
respect to spherical particle as was shown byBorrmann et al.
(2000) who used T-matrix calculations to estimate the under-
sizing of spheroids as a function of aspect ratio for the FSSP-
300, another optical particle counter with similar collection
angles as the CAS. For example, they found that on average,
spheroids with aspect ratios of 2 to 1 and diameters of 8 µm
and 20 µm, will be sized as 5 and 15 µm spherical particles,
respectively. The relative difference between the peaks and
valleys will be sensitive to the magnitude of the asphericity
as a function of size and the fraction of aspherical particle in
each size category.

The expected gravitational size sorting is evident in the
size distributions, particularly in the 2D-S distributions:
larger crystals are most abundant in the lower parts of the
clouds. However, the size distributions are broad throughout
the vertical extent of the cloud, suggesting that vertical aver-
aging is not responsible for the breadth of the distributions.
These broad size distributions are difficult to reconcile from
theoretical expectations assuming homogeneous freezing ice
nucleation (see Section 2).

5 TTL cirrus extinctions

Cloud ice water content scales asnr3, wheren is ice crystal
concentration, andr is a characteristic size, whereas extinc-
tion scales asnr2. As a result, for a fixed ice water content,
extinction will increase as ice concentration increases (and
size correspondingly decreases). This dependence would
seem to imply that if simulations using conventional micro-
physics (homogeneous freezing) substantially overestimate
ice concentration, they will also overestimate cloud extinc-
tion. This line of reasoning led us to compare simulated
cloud extinctions with the global CALIPSO measurements
(see Sect. 2 for discussion of CALIPSO extinction measure-
ment).

For a statistical comparison with measured TTL cirrus
extinctions throughout the tropics, we use a detailed cloud
model driven by meteorological analysis temperature and
wind fields (Jensen and Pfister, 2004). 40-day back trajec-
tories are run from 20 January 2007 on a 10◦ longitude by
5◦ latitude grid from−30◦ to 30◦ latitude (648 trajectories).
Temperature profiles from the analyses are extracted at each
time point along the trajectories, resulting in temperature
“curtains” versus time and height. The National Center for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) analyses used are known
to have a warm bias of a few K at the tropical tropopause.
We adjust the temperatures near the tropopause in a way that
results in statistical agreement with radiosondes. In addition,
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Fig. 8. 2D-S and CAPS size distributions from TTL cirrus layers sampled on 1 Feb and 2 Feb, 2006. The size distributions are broad
throughout the clouds. See text for discussion.

trum of waves based on aircraft and ground-based observa-
tions.

These temperature curtains are used to drive the one-
dimensional cloud simulations. Nucleation of ice crystals
is specified using the Koop et al. (2000) parameterization
of aerosol homogeneous freezing rates, and the dependence
on cooling rate and assumed aerosol properties is treated.
The locations and heights of individual ice crystals are then
tracked in a Lagrangian sense, such that there is no numerical
diffusion associated with advection and deposition growth
(as there would be if an Eulerian vertical grid and a bin mi-
crophysics scheme were used). Water vapor is treated on an
Eulerian grid. Exchange between the vapor and ice phases is
treated by summing up the deposition growth and/or subli-
mation of all ice crystals within each Eulerian grid box, and
then changing the vapor concentration accordingly. Essen-
tially, we are simulating cloud properties and water vapor
in a vertical column of the atmosphere. Ascent rates along

the temperature curtains are derived from radiative heating
rate calculations including cloud distributions indicated by
CALIPSO (Yang et al., 2009) The objective is to (at least
statistically) represent the TTL cloud properties and water
vapor fields.

Though only about 1% of convection actually reaches the
TTL, convective turnover times are still short enough to be
comparable to the time it takes air parcels to move upward
through the TTL via the mean ascent as diagnosed by the
(Yang et al., 2009) radiative heating calculation. Thus, some
method of including the recurrent hydration due to convec-
tion must be included in our simulations. For this purpose,
we use 3-hourly global geostationary infrared satellite im-
agery, global 3-hourly rainfall analyses derived from several
polar orbiting satellites (Huffman et al., 2007), as well as
CLOUDSAT and CALIPSO data to arrive at a method of
evaluating the height of convection. Full details are given
in Pfister et al (2009, in preparation), but a brief summary of

Fig. 8. 2D-S and CAPS size distributions from TTL cirrus layers sampled on 1 and 2 February 2006. The size distributions are broad
throughout the clouds. See text for discussion.

the analyses are unable to resolve much of the wave activ-
ity in the tropopause region that is important for cloud mi-
crophysics. As described byJensen and Pfister(2004), we
superimpose temperature oscillations resulting from a spec-
trum of waves based on aircraft and ground-based observa-
tions.

These temperature curtains are used to drive the one-
dimensional cloud simulations. Nucleation of ice crystals is
specified using theKoop et al.(2000) parameterization of
aerosol homogeneous freezing rates, and the dependence on
cooling rate and assumed aerosol size distribution is treated.
The locations and heights of individual ice crystals are then
tracked in a Lagrangian sense, such that there is no numerical
diffusion associated with advection and deposition growth
(as there would be if an Eulerian vertical grid and a bin mi-
crophysics scheme were used). Water vapor is treated on an
Eulerian grid. Exchange between the vapor and ice phases is

treated by summing up the deposition growth and/or subli-
mation of all ice crystals within each Eulerian grid box, and
then changing the vapor concentration accordingly. Essen-
tially, we are simulating cloud properties and water vapor
in a vertical column of the atmosphere. Ascent rates along
the temperature curtains are derived from radiative heating
rate calculations including cloud distributions indicated by
CALIPSO (Yang et al., 2009) The objective is to (at least
statistically) represent the TTL cloud properties and water
vapor fields.

Though only about 1% of convection actually reaches the
TTL, convective turnover times are still short enough to be
comparable to the time it takes air parcels to move upward
through the TTL via the mean ascent as diagnosed by the
(Yang et al., 2009) radiative heating calculation. Thus, some
method of including the recurrent hydration due to convec-
tion must be included in our simulations. For this purpose,
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we use 3-hourly global geostationary infrared satellite im-
agery, global 3-hourly rainfall analyses derived from several
polar orbiting satellites (Huffman et al., 2007), as well as
CLOUDSAT and CALIPSO data to arrive at a method of
evaluating the height of convection. As a first step, the trajec-
tory curtains are “marched” through the 3-hourly global rain-
fall and IR satellite imagery to arrive at a convective cloud
top temperature as a function of time along each trajectory
curtain. Convection is defined by regions where rainfall is
greater than 1 mm h−1, such that convective influence only
occurs along those parts of the trajectory where rainfall ex-
ceeds that threshold. The altitude of that convection is de-
fined by IR brightness temperatures, which are adjusted by
−6 K to reflect the fact that IR methods yield cloud tops that
are about 1 km lower than actual lidar observations (Sher-
wood et al., 2003).

The cloud-top altitude and cloud-top potential temperature
are derived by matching the evaluated cloud-top temperature
with the vertical temperature profile at each time step. The
temperature profile used in this step represents a mixture be-
tween an isentropic convective plume and the analysis tem-
perature profile at the time of the convection. We use 360 K
and 375 K isentropes for oceanic and continental convection,
respectively. This scheme is similar to a scheme where cloud
top temperatures are matched directly with analysis profiles
except that cloud tops tend to be a bit lower. This result is
consistent with observations that show that convection tends
to lower the altitude of the cold point in a sounding (Selkirk,
1993). The CLOUDSAT deep convective cloud classifica-
tion data and CALIPSO layer data are used to arrive at a
vertical and horizontal distribution of convective cloud top
altitudes for the winter season. This information is used to
“calibrate” the adjustable parameters in the algorithm, the
most important of which is the rainfall rate threshold. The
overall seasonal cloud top distributions for the global trop-
ics calculated using the above scheme compare well with the
actual CLOUDSAT/CALIPSO distributions, both in altitude
and geographically. Most notably, both the method and the
data display a peak in the convective cloud top distribution at
about 130 hPa.

Although we include the impact of convection on TTL hu-
midity, we do not directly simulate anvil cirrus produced by
deep convection. Therefore, for comparison with CALIOP
measurements, we restrict ourselves to regions of the trop-
ics where convection rarely reaches the altitude of interest
and the vast majority of TTL cirrus is likely formed in situ
(see Fig.9). Since the TTL is often supersaturated with re-
spect to ice (Jensen et al., 2001), cloud ice detrained from
deep convection into the TTL may frequently be very persis-
tent and spread into the non-convective regions we are focus-
ing on. However, the convectively-generated cloud would, in
general, have higher ice water content and extinction than
cloud formed in situ in the dry TTL. As discussed below, the
CALIOP extinctions are actually lower than the simulated in
situ cloud extinctions based on conventional microphysics.
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tains are “marched” through the 3-hourly global rainfall and
IR satellite imagery to arrive at a convective cloud top tem-
perature as a function of time along each trajectory curtain.
Convection is defined by regions where rainfall is greater
than 1 mm hour−1, such that convective influence only oc-
curs along those parts of the trajectory where rainfall exceeds
that threshold. The altitude of that convection is defined by
IR brightness temperatures, which are adjusted by –6 K to re-
flect the fact that IR methods yield cloud tops that are about
1 km lower than actual lidar observations (Sherwood et al.,
2003).

The cloud-top altitude and cloud-top potential temperature
are derived by matching the evaluated cloud-top temperature
with the vertical temperature profile at each time step. The
temperature profile used in this step represents a mixture be-
tween an isentropic convective plume and the analysis tem-
perature profile at the time of the convection. We use 360 K
and 375 K isentropes for oceanic and continental convection,
respectively. This scheme is similar to a scheme where cloud
top temperatures are matched directly with analysis profiles
except that cloud tops tend to be a bit lower. This result is
consistent with observations that show that convection tends
to lower the altitude of the cold point in a sounding (Selkirk,
1993). The CLOUDSAT deep convective cloud classifica-
tion data and CALIPSO layer data are used to arrive at a
vertical and horizontal distribution of convective cloud top
altitudes for the winter season. This information is used to
“calibrate” the adjustable parameters in the algorithm, the
most important of which is the rainfall rate threshold. The
overall seasonal cloud top distributions for the global trop-
ics calculated using the above scheme compare well with the
actual CLOUDSAT/CALIPSO distributions, both in altitude
and geographically. Most notably, both the method and the
data display a peak in the convective cloud top distribution at
about 130 hPa.

Although we include the impact of convection on TTL hu-
midity, we do not directly simulate anvil cirrus produced by
deep convection. Therefore, for comparison with CALIOP
measurements, we restrict ourselves to regions of the trop-
ics where convection rarely reaches the altitude of interest
and the vast majority of TTL cirrus is likely formed in situ
(see Figure 9). Since the TTL is often supersaturated with
respect to ice (Jensen et al., 2001), cloud ice detrained from
deep convection into the TTL may frequently be very persis-
tent and spread into the non-convective regions we are focus-
ing on. However, the convectively-generated cloud would, in
general, have higher ice water content and extinction than
cloud formed in situ in the dry TTL. As discussed below, the
CALIOP extinctions are actually lower than the simulated in
situ cloud extinctions based on conventional microphysics.
Therefore, contamination from aged TTL anvil cirrus will
not likely change our conclusions.

CALIPSO measurements generally indicate that cloud oc-
currence is quite widespread in the tropics during Boreal
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Fig. 9. Convective cloud occurrence frequencies calculated from
geostationary satellite infrared imagery with adjustments made for
the known high bias in cloud-top brightness temperatures (see text
for details). The time period covered is 1–20 January, 2007, cor-
responding to the simulated time period. For comparison between
simulated cloud extinctions and CALIPSO measurements, we focus
on the regions (indicated by the red cross-hatched regions) that are
essentially free of convective clouds.

winter at altitudes of '16–17 km (Fu et al., 2007). In or-
der to ensure that the convection-free regions we have cho-
sen are not devoid of in situ cloud formation, we examine
the regional distribution of TTL cloud frequencies for 1–20
January 2007 determined from CALIPSO. Cloud frequen-
cies were calculated using the CALIPSO Level 2 5-km cloud
layer files (Anselmo et al., 2007). We count the cloud oc-
currence if the cloud-top pressure indicated by CALIOP is
less than the pressure level of interest (80 or 100 hPa) and
the cloud-base pressure is greater than the particular pres-
sure level. We also restrict ourselves to vertically thin clouds
(cloud depths less than 50 hPa). The resulting cloud frequen-
cies are shown in Figure 10. The highest cloud occurrence
frequencies are generally in the regions we have chosen to
exclude to avoid convective clouds, partly because the cold
tropopause regions in the tropics tend to be co-located with
convective regions. However, cloud occurrence is still signif-
icant (frequencies up to'50% at 100 hPa and 10% at 80 hPa)
in the regions we are focusing on.

A comparison between the frequency distributions of
CALIOP cloud extinctions and simulated cloud extinctions
in the geographic regions identified as devoid of convective
clouds is shown in Figure 11. The CALIOP extinction fre-
quency distribution peaks at values of '0.01–0.02 km−1,
corresponding to zenith optical depths of 0.01–0.02 for a 1-
km thick cloud. These clouds are likely subvisible to ground
observers. At extinctions below the peak at 0.01–0.02 km−1,
the decreased sensitivity of the CALIOP measurements
to decreasing cloud extinction probably contributes to the
dropoff in the frequency distribution. The CALIOP extinc-
tions are consistent with the TTL cirrus in situ observations
from CRAVE. Lawson et al. (2008) reported mean and max-
imum extinctions of 0.009 and 0.063 km−1, respectively.

As anticipated from the discussion above, the TTL cir-
rus simulations using conventional microphysics (homoge-
neous freezing) produced considerably higher extinctions

Fig. 9. Convective cloud occurrence frequencies calculated from
geostationary satellite infrared imagery with adjustments made for
the known high bias in cloud-top brightness temperatures (see text
for details). The time period covered is 1–20 January 2007, cor-
responding to the simulated time period. For comparison between
simulated cloud extinctions and CALIPSO measurements, we focus
on the regions (indicated by the red cross-hatched regions) that are
essentially free of convective clouds in the upper TTL.

Therefore, contamination from aged TTL anvil cirrus will
not likely change our conclusions.

CALIPSO measurements generally indicate that cloud oc-
currence is quite widespread in the tropics during Boreal
winter at altitudes of'16–17 km (Fu et al., 2007). In or-
der to ensure that the convection-free regions we have cho-
sen are not devoid of in situ cloud formation, we examine
the regional distribution of TTL cloud frequencies for 1–20
January 2007 determined from CALIPSO. Cloud frequen-
cies were calculated using the CALIPSO Level 2 5-km cloud
layer files (Anselmo et al., 2007). We count the cloud oc-
currence if the cloud-top pressure indicated by CALIOP is
less than the pressure level of interest (80 or 100 hPa) and
the cloud-base pressure is greater than the particular pres-
sure level. We also restrict ourselves to vertically thin clouds
(cloud depths less than 50 hPa). The resulting cloud frequen-
cies are shown in Fig.10. The highest cloud occurrence
frequencies are generally in the regions we have chosen to
exclude to avoid convective clouds, partly because the cold
tropopause regions in the tropics tend to be co-located with
convective regions. However, cloud occurrence is still signif-
icant (frequencies up to'50% at 100 hPa and 10% at 80 hPa)
in the regions we are focusing on.

A comparison between the frequency distributions of
CALIOP cloud extinctions and simulated cloud extinctions
in the geographic regions identified as devoid of convec-
tive clouds is shown in Fig.11. The CALIOP extinction
frequency distribution peaks at values of'0.01–0.02 km−1,
corresponding to zenith optical depths of 0.01–0.02 for a 1-
km thick cloud. These clouds are likely subvisible to ground
observers. At extinctions below the peak at 0.01–0.02 km−1,
the decreased sensitivity of the CALIOP measurements
to decreasing cloud extinction probably contributes to the
dropoff in the frequency distribution. The CALIOP extinc-
tions are consistent with the TTL cirrus in situ observations
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Fig. 10. Frequency of clouds detected by CALIOP at 100 hPa (top)
and 80 hPa (bottom). We restrict ourselves to relatively thin (less
than 50 hPa depth) clouds. The regions we have chosen (indicated
by the red cross-hatched regions) to avoid deep convection still con-
tain substantial cloud occurrence in the TTL.
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Fig. 11. Frequency distributions of cloud extinctions measured by
CALIOP (green), derived from the baseline simulation using ho-
mogeneous freezing (red), and derived from a heterogeneous nu-
cleation simulation resulting in low ice concentrations (blue). Con-
sistent with the excessive ice concentrations produced by homoge-
neous freezing, the simulated extinctions exceed those indicated by
CALIOP measurements.

than those measured by CALIOP (Figure 11). The peak
in the simulated extinction frequency distribution occurs at
about an order of magnitude higher extinction than does the
measured extinction frequency distribution. If we instead

use a heterogeneous nucleation scenario that limits the con-
centration of ice crystals to values comparable to the in situ
measurements, then the simulated extinction frequency dis-
tribution shows much better agreement with the observations
(blue curve in Figure 11).

6 Potential TTL ice nuclei

The measurements presented here seem to be in conflict
with theoretical predictions based on the typical assumption
that ice nucleation is dominated by homogeneous freezing
of aqueous aerosols and that all aerosols freeze at approxi-
mately the same ice supersaturation. There are a number of
possible physical processes that can lead to lower ice concen-
trations than simple calculations of homogeneous freezing in
parcel models or one-dimensional models predict. The coex-
istence of cubic ice and hexagonal ice (which is likely at low
TTL temperatures) can lead to a Bergeron effect whereby the
vapor is transferred to the phase with lower vapor pressure
(hexagonal ice), and the cubic ice particles sublimate (Mur-
phy, 2003). Spichtinger and Gierens (2009) showed that, un-
der some conditions, small-scale dynamical variability can
lead to patches of cloud with low ice concentration. These
low-concentration patches will spread downward via sed-
imentation, potentially quenching supersaturation at lower
altitudes and resulting in a cloud that has low ice concen-
tration through much of its depth. Durran et al. (2009) re-
cently showed that radiative heating in TTL cirrus will drive
both vertical motions within the clouds and waves propagat-
ing away from the clouds. Additional cloud-resolving model
simulatioins with detailed microphysics would be helpful to
investigate the impact of these radiatively-driven motions on
cloud microphysics. Stochastic condensation is another pro-
cess that could affect both ice concentrations and size distri-
butions. It is possible that the composition of aqueous TTL
aerosols results in a significant spread in the supersaturation
threshold for homogeneous freezing such that some subset
of the aerosols can nucleate ice at a relatively low supersat-
uration, and growth of these crystals can quench further nu-
cleation. Examination of these (and other) possibilities is the
subject of a follow-on study.

Perhaps the most obvious mechanism for limiting ice con-
centrations is nucleation on a subset of the aerosols that are
effective heterogeneous ice nuclei (IN). Gensch et al. (2008)
showed that by including 100 L−1 IN in a simulation of TTL
cirrus observed during CRAVE, they could produce reason-
able agreement with the observed ice concentrations. Lim-
ited information is available about TTL aerosol composition
in general, and TTL IN properties are even less well con-
strained. The bulk of the information about TTL aerosol
composition comes from the Particle Analysis by Laser Mass
Spectrometry (PALMS) instrument deployed on the WB-57
in recent tropical campaigns (Froyd et al., 2009b). Multiple
field and laboratory studies have shown that mineral dust par-

Fig. 10. Frequency of clouds detected by CALIOP at 100 hPa (top)
and 80 hPa (bottom). We restrict ourselves to relatively thin (less
than 50 hPa depth) clouds. The regions we have chosen (indicated
by the red cross-hatched regions) to avoid deep convection still con-
tain substantial cloud occurrence in the TTL.
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Fig. 10. Frequency of clouds detected by CALIOP at 100 hPa (top)
and 80 hPa (bottom). We restrict ourselves to relatively thin (less
than 50 hPa depth) clouds. The regions we have chosen (indicated
by the red cross-hatched regions) to avoid deep convection still con-
tain substantial cloud occurrence in the TTL.
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Fig. 11. Frequency distributions of cloud extinctions measured by
CALIOP (green), derived from the baseline simulation using ho-
mogeneous freezing (red), and derived from a heterogeneous nu-
cleation simulation resulting in low ice concentrations (blue). Con-
sistent with the excessive ice concentrations produced by homoge-
neous freezing, the simulated extinctions exceed those indicated by
CALIOP measurements.

than those measured by CALIOP (Figure 11). The peak
in the simulated extinction frequency distribution occurs at
about an order of magnitude higher extinction than does the
measured extinction frequency distribution. If we instead

use a heterogeneous nucleation scenario that limits the con-
centration of ice crystals to values comparable to the in situ
measurements, then the simulated extinction frequency dis-
tribution shows much better agreement with the observations
(blue curve in Figure 11).

6 Potential TTL ice nuclei

The measurements presented here seem to be in conflict
with theoretical predictions based on the typical assumption
that ice nucleation is dominated by homogeneous freezing
of aqueous aerosols and that all aerosols freeze at approxi-
mately the same ice supersaturation. There are a number of
possible physical processes that can lead to lower ice concen-
trations than simple calculations of homogeneous freezing in
parcel models or one-dimensional models predict. The coex-
istence of cubic ice and hexagonal ice (which is likely at low
TTL temperatures) can lead to a Bergeron effect whereby the
vapor is transferred to the phase with lower vapor pressure
(hexagonal ice), and the cubic ice particles sublimate (Mur-
phy, 2003). Spichtinger and Gierens (2009) showed that, un-
der some conditions, small-scale dynamical variability can
lead to patches of cloud with low ice concentration. These
low-concentration patches will spread downward via sed-
imentation, potentially quenching supersaturation at lower
altitudes and resulting in a cloud that has low ice concen-
tration through much of its depth. Durran et al. (2009) re-
cently showed that radiative heating in TTL cirrus will drive
both vertical motions within the clouds and waves propagat-
ing away from the clouds. Additional cloud-resolving model
simulatioins with detailed microphysics would be helpful to
investigate the impact of these radiatively-driven motions on
cloud microphysics. Stochastic condensation is another pro-
cess that could affect both ice concentrations and size distri-
butions. It is possible that the composition of aqueous TTL
aerosols results in a significant spread in the supersaturation
threshold for homogeneous freezing such that some subset
of the aerosols can nucleate ice at a relatively low supersat-
uration, and growth of these crystals can quench further nu-
cleation. Examination of these (and other) possibilities is the
subject of a follow-on study.

Perhaps the most obvious mechanism for limiting ice con-
centrations is nucleation on a subset of the aerosols that are
effective heterogeneous ice nuclei (IN). Gensch et al. (2008)
showed that by including 100 L−1 IN in a simulation of TTL
cirrus observed during CRAVE, they could produce reason-
able agreement with the observed ice concentrations. Lim-
ited information is available about TTL aerosol composition
in general, and TTL IN properties are even less well con-
strained. The bulk of the information about TTL aerosol
composition comes from the Particle Analysis by Laser Mass
Spectrometry (PALMS) instrument deployed on the WB-57
in recent tropical campaigns (Froyd et al., 2009b). Multiple
field and laboratory studies have shown that mineral dust par-

Fig. 11. Frequency distributions of cloud extinctions measured by
CALIOP (green), derived from the baseline simulation using ho-
mogeneous freezing (red), and derived from a heterogeneous nu-
cleation simulation resulting in low ice concentrations (blue). Con-
sistent with the excessive ice concentrations produced by homoge-
neous freezing, the simulated extinctions exceed those indicated by
CALIOP measurements.

from CRAVE.Lawson et al.(2008) reported mean and max-
imum extinctions of 0.009 and 0.063 km−1, respectively.

As anticipated from the discussion above, the TTL cir-
rus simulations using conventional microphysics (homoge-
neous freezing) produced considerably higher extinctions

than those measured by CALIOP (Fig.11). The peak in the
simulated extinction frequency distribution occurs at about
an order of magnitude higher extinction than does the mea-
sured extinction frequency distribution. If we instead use
a heterogeneous nucleation scenario that limits the concen-
tration of ice crystals to values comparable to the in situ
measurements, then the simulated extinction frequency dis-
tribution shows much better agreement with the observations
(blue curve in Fig.11).

6 Potential TTL ice nuclei

The measurements presented here seem to be in conflict
with theoretical predictions based on the typical assumption
that ice nucleation is dominated by homogeneous freezing
of aqueous aerosols and that all aerosols freeze at approxi-
mately the same ice supersaturation. There are a number of
possible physical processes that can lead to lower ice concen-
trations than simple calculations of homogeneous freezing in
parcel models or one-dimensional models predict. The coex-
istence of cubic ice and hexagonal ice (which is likely at low
TTL temperatures) can lead to a Bergeron effect whereby the
vapor is transferred to the phase with lower vapor pressure
(hexagonal ice), and the cubic ice particles sublimate (Mur-
phy, 2003). Spichtinger and Gierens(2009) showed that, un-
der some conditions, small-scale dynamical variability can
lead to patches of cloud with low ice concentration. These
low-concentration patches will spread downward via sed-
imentation, potentially quenching supersaturation at lower
altitudes and resulting in a cloud that has low ice concen-
tration through much of its depth.Durran et al.(2009) re-
cently showed that radiative heating in TTL cirrus will drive
both vertical motions within the clouds and waves propagat-
ing away from the clouds. Additional cloud-resolving model
simulatioins with detailed microphysics would be helpful to
investigate the impact of these radiatively-driven motions on
cloud microphysics. Stochastic condensation is another pro-
cess that could affect both ice concentrations and size distri-
butions. It is possible that the composition of aqueous TTL
aerosols results in a significant spread in the supersaturation
threshold for homogeneous freezing such that some subset
of the aerosols can nucleate ice at a relatively low supersat-
uration, and growth of these crystals can quench further nu-
cleation. Examination of these (and other) possibilities is the
subject of a follow-on study.

Perhaps the most obvious mechanism for limiting ice con-
centrations is nucleation on a subset of the aerosols that are
effective heterogeneous ice nuclei (IN).Gensch et al.(2008)
showed that by including 100 L−1 IN in a simulation of TTL
cirrus observed during CRAVE, they could produce reason-
able agreement with the observed ice concentrations. Lim-
ited information is available about TTL aerosol composition
in general, and TTL IN properties are even less well con-
strained. The bulk of the information about TTL aerosol
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composition comes from the Particle Analysis by Laser Mass
Spectrometry (PALMS) instrument deployed on the WB-57
in recent tropical campaigns (Froyd et al., 2009). Multiple
field and laboratory studies have shown that mineral dust par-
ticles are relatively effective IN (e.g.Archuleta et al., 2005;
Möhler et al., 2006). However, relatively few ('5 L−1) min-
eral dust particles were detected in the PALMS TTL mea-
surements; these concentrations are well below the observed
ice concentrations reported above. Most of the aerosols
present were neutralized sulfate internally mixed with or-
ganic material.

PALMS measurements during CRAVE also included time
periods in clouds when a Counterflow Virtual Impact (CVI)
was used to reject interstitial aerosols and only permit ice
crystals to enter the inlet. The sample stream was subse-
quently heated such that the composition of residual aerosols
from the ice crystals (presumably the ice nuclei) was mea-
sured by PALMS. (Froyd et al., 2010a) described the results
from this analysis. Surprisingly, mineral dust does not appear
to be enhanced in the PALMS TTL ice crystal residual mea-
surements relative to the ambient aerosol population. Almost
every particle that formed ice was an internal mixture of neu-
tralized sulfate and organic carbon. In general, the ice crystal
residuals were not distinct in terms ov organic/sulfate mass
ratio, oxidized organic content, sulfate acidity, nitrogen con-
tent, or size compared to the aerosol population in general,
suggesting that ice crystals are not nucleating on a subset of
the aerosol population that has a particularly unusual compo-
sition (Froyd et al., 2010a).

At the cold TTL temperatures where liquid water will not
exist, the two most likely modes of heterogeneous ice nucle-
ation are direct deposition from the vapor phase onto solid
particles and heterogeneous freezing in aqueous aerosols
with insoluble components. Recent laboratory studies have
suggested that solid ammonium sulfate particles could be ef-
fective deposition IN, promoting ice nucleation at relatively
low ice supersaturations (Wise et al., 2009; Abbatt et al.,
2006; Baustian et al., 2009). It should be noted that these
laboratory studies suggest that only a small fraction (prob-
ably less than 1 in 1000) of the crystalline sulfate particles
act as IN. Further, there is no knowledge of how the freez-
ing fraction depends on ammonium sulfate particle size; it
is possible that only supermicron particles were active in
the laboratory experiment, and such large particles would be
very rare in the TTL. Further laboratory work is required to
determine whether ammonium sulfate particles (and mixed-
composition particles) are effective IN under atmospherically
relevant conditions.

Ammonium sulfate will effloresce if the relative humidity
with respect to liquid water (RH) drops below about 35%,
whereas deliquescence occurs at RH'80%. If air is de-
trained from convection (with RHI = 100%) in the middle
troposphere, where temperatures are relatively warm, it is
unlikely the air will subsequently dry out enough to permit
(NH4)2SO4 efflorescence unless considerable decent occurs.

Further, at temperatures not far below 0◦C, the difference
between ice and liquid H2O vapor pressures is sufficiently
small such that even if the RH had previously decreased
enough to promote efflorescence, deliquescence could occur
as the RH subsequently increased before ice supersaturation
gets large enough to promote heterogeneous freezing on dry
ammonium sulfate particles. However, at the very cold trop-
ical tropopause low RH values are possible even if the RHI
is relatively high. (e.g., at 190 K, RHI = 70% corresponds
to RH = 35%.) Air parcels detrained from deep convection
at 190 K with RHI = 100% need only warm up about 2.2 K
before the RH will drop to 35%, permitting (NH4)2SO4 ef-
florescence. If the air parcel subsequently cools off, the RHI
will exceed 160% before the RH reaches 80% where deli-
quescence would occur. Hence, heterogeneous freezing on
some as yet undetermined fraction of solid ammonium sul-
fate particles could easily occur before deliquescence in the
cold uppermost tropical troposphere.

As discussed above, PALMS measurements of TTL
aerosol composition do indicate that the aerosols are largely
neutralized (Froyd et al., 2009). However, nearly all of the
aerosols are mixtures of sulfates and organics. Mixtures of
sulfates and organics could have lower efflorescence relative
humidities than pure ammonium sulfate, butTakahama et al.
(2007) showed that organic coatings do not significantly shift
the efflorescence RH, at least at room temperature. In ad-
dition, the organic material could reduce the effectiveness
of ammonium sulfate particles as ice nuclei (Möhler et al.,
2008).

As a means of quantifying the likelihood of ammonium
sulfate particles in the TTL being solid, we use the trajec-
tory curtains and convective influence calculations described
in Sect. 5. We track air parcels after they exit from deep con-
vective systems and experience temperature variations. We
assume that upon exiting the convective systems, the aerosols
are aqueous ammonium sulfate, and the RHI is 100%. This
assumption, along with the temperature at the location of
convective injection, sets the water vapor concentration in
the parcel. As described above, we use the heating rate
calculations of (Yang et al., 2009) (including clouds based
on CALIPSO measurements) to calculate parcel ascent rates
along the trajectories assuming radiative heating is balanced
by adiabatic ascent. If the parcel RH drops below 35%, we
assume that efflorescence occurs, and the ammonium sulfate
particles remain solid unless the RH exceeds the deliques-
cence point (RH'80%).

An example of the temperature, RH, RHI, and ammonium
sulfate phase for a typical parcel is shown in Fig.12. For this
example, convective injection occurred at a potential tem-
perature of 373.7 K where the temperature was 193.7 K. The
parcel water vapor concentration was set such that the RHI
was 100%, with a corresponding RH of'41%. When the
parcel warmed up to 196.1 K, the RH dropped below 35%,
and (NH4)2SO4 efflorescence occurred. Since the RH did
not rise above 80% for the remainder of the parcel trajectory,
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particles were below about 150%, then ice nucleation would
occur before theRH exceeded 80%, and the (NH4)2SO4 par-
ticles would still be dry.
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Fig. 12. Time series of temperature (black), RH (thick green), and
RHI (thin green) for a typical parcel on its path upward through
the TTL. At the time of exit from deep convection (red circle), the
RHI is set to 100%. After the temperature warms up '2 K, the
RH drops below 35%, at which point ammonium sulfate particles
would effloresce (blue square). The RH subsequently remains be-
low 80%, and the ammonium sulfate particles in this parcel would
have remained solid for at least a couple of weeks. Because of
the low temperature, when the parcel cools the RHI can rise well
above 100% while the RH remains below 80%. If the threshold
RHI for deposition nucleation on the (NH4)2SO4 particles was
about 130%, then ice nucleation would occur near the end of the
time series shown (blue asterisk) while RH was still below 80%
and the ammonium sulfate particles were still dry.

We use the entire set of 648 trajectory curtains described
above to generate statistics of ammonium sulfate phase in
the TTL. For each trajectory curtain, parcels are launched
from 30 potential temperature levels (355-385 K, every 1 K)
at the beginning of the 40-day trajectory. We begin keeping
track of the ammonium sulfate phase after a parcel has en-
countered a convective injection event, using the procedure
described above. The time periods during which ammonium
sulfate particles are wet or dry along the parcel trajectories
are summed up in potential temperature bins. Only times
when the trajectories are within ±20◦ latitude are included.
The resulting fraction of time that ammonium sulfate par-
ticles would be expected to be dry is shown as a function
of height (potential temperature) in Figure 13. The aver-
age temperature profile versus height is also shown. In the
lower TTL (below '365 K), where temperatures are rela-
tively high and convective encounters are relatively frequent,
ammonium sulfate particles are likely in the aqueous phase
most of the time. However, at and above the cold point,
parcels often encounter RH below the efflorescence point,
and the parcels almost never get humid enough for subse-
quent deliquescence. The dashed curve in Figure 13 shows

the fraction of time that particles with an efflorescence point
of RH = 20% would be dry. These calculations suggest that
in the upper TTL, ammonium sulfate particles (or even mixed
ammonium sulfate/organic particles) could often be dry and
potentially available for deposition nucleation.
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Fig. 13. Height profiles of the fraction of time that ammonium
sulfate particles are expected to be dry (rather than in the aqueous
phase) and mean temperature. Calculations are based on parcel tra-
jectory temperature histories following convective injection events.
See text for details.

Another potentially important consideration is the process
known as “preactivation”, whereby particles that had previ-
ously been involved in ice nucleation would subsequently be
more effective IN than particles with the same composition
that had not previously acted as IN (e.g. Roberts and Hallett,
1968). Although the physical process involved with preac-
tivation is not clear, Roberts and Hallett (1968) estimated a
lower RHI limit of 50% for survival of preactivated IN. As
mentioned above, convective-influence analyses (trajectories
tracing the airmasses sampled back to where they last en-
countered convection) indicate that the TTL cirrus air sam-
pled during the CRAVE mission had not encountered deep
convective outflow during the previous two weeks (Froyd
et al., 2009b). Back trajectories indicate that maximum tem-
peratures experienced by the air sampled during the previous
two weeks were about 5-15 K warmer than the temperatures
during the TTL cirrus sampling. Assuming the air was satu-
rated with respect to ice during the cloud sampling, the pre-
activated IN would have to needed to survive periods with
RHI of 8-42%. Therefore, it seems unlikely that preacti-
vated IN dominated the ice nucleation in these clouds.

Fig. 12. Time series of temperature (black), RH (thick green), and
RHI (thin green) for a typical parcel on its path upward through the
TTL. At the time of exit from deep convection (red circle), the RHI
is set to 100%. After the temperature warms up'2 K, the RH drops
below 35%, at which point ammonium sulfate particles would efflo-
resce (blue square). The RH subsequently remains below 80%, and
the ammonium sulfate particles in this parcel would have remained
solid for at least a couple of weeks. Because of the low tempera-
ture, when the parcel cools the RHI can rise well above 100% while
the RH remains below 80%. If the threshold RHI for deposition
nucleation on the (NH4)2SO4 particles was about 130%, then ice
nucleation could occur near the end of the time series shown (blue
asterisk) while RH was still below 80% and the ammonium sulfate
particles were still dry.

the ammonium sulfate particles would have remained solid.
Near the end of the time series shown, the temperature drops,
and RHI increases well above 100%. If the threshold RHI
for deposition nucleation on the ammonium sulfate particles
were below about 150%, then ice nucleation would occur
before the RH exceeded 80%, and the (NH4)2SO4 particles
would still be dry.

We use the entire set of 648 trajectory curtains described
above to generate statistics of ammonium sulfate phase in
the TTL. For each trajectory curtain, parcels are launched
from 30 potential temperature levels (355-385 K, every 1 K)
at the beginning of the 40-day trajectory. We begin keeping
track of the ammonium sulfate phase after a parcel has en-
countered a convective injection event, using the procedure
described above. The time periods during which ammonium
sulfate particles are wet or dry along the parcel trajectories
are summed up in potential temperature bins. Only times
when the trajectories are within±20◦ latitude are included.
The resulting fraction of time that ammonium sulfate parti-
cles would be expected to be dry is shown as a function of
height (potential temperature) in Fig.13. The average tem-
perature profile versus height is also shown. In the lower
TTL (below'365 K), where temperatures are relatively high
and convective encounters are relatively frequent, ammo-
nium sulfate particles are likely in the aqueous phase most
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particles were below about 150%, then ice nucleation would
occur before theRH exceeded 80%, and the (NH4)2SO4 par-
ticles would still be dry.
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Fig. 12. Time series of temperature (black), RH (thick green), and
RHI (thin green) for a typical parcel on its path upward through
the TTL. At the time of exit from deep convection (red circle), the
RHI is set to 100%. After the temperature warms up '2 K, the
RH drops below 35%, at which point ammonium sulfate particles
would effloresce (blue square). The RH subsequently remains be-
low 80%, and the ammonium sulfate particles in this parcel would
have remained solid for at least a couple of weeks. Because of
the low temperature, when the parcel cools the RHI can rise well
above 100% while the RH remains below 80%. If the threshold
RHI for deposition nucleation on the (NH4)2SO4 particles was
about 130%, then ice nucleation would occur near the end of the
time series shown (blue asterisk) while RH was still below 80%
and the ammonium sulfate particles were still dry.

We use the entire set of 648 trajectory curtains described
above to generate statistics of ammonium sulfate phase in
the TTL. For each trajectory curtain, parcels are launched
from 30 potential temperature levels (355-385 K, every 1 K)
at the beginning of the 40-day trajectory. We begin keeping
track of the ammonium sulfate phase after a parcel has en-
countered a convective injection event, using the procedure
described above. The time periods during which ammonium
sulfate particles are wet or dry along the parcel trajectories
are summed up in potential temperature bins. Only times
when the trajectories are within ±20◦ latitude are included.
The resulting fraction of time that ammonium sulfate par-
ticles would be expected to be dry is shown as a function
of height (potential temperature) in Figure 13. The aver-
age temperature profile versus height is also shown. In the
lower TTL (below '365 K), where temperatures are rela-
tively high and convective encounters are relatively frequent,
ammonium sulfate particles are likely in the aqueous phase
most of the time. However, at and above the cold point,
parcels often encounter RH below the efflorescence point,
and the parcels almost never get humid enough for subse-
quent deliquescence. The dashed curve in Figure 13 shows

the fraction of time that particles with an efflorescence point
of RH = 20% would be dry. These calculations suggest that
in the upper TTL, ammonium sulfate particles (or even mixed
ammonium sulfate/organic particles) could often be dry and
potentially available for deposition nucleation.
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Fig. 13. Height profiles of the fraction of time that ammonium
sulfate particles are expected to be dry (rather than in the aqueous
phase) and mean temperature. Calculations are based on parcel tra-
jectory temperature histories following convective injection events.
See text for details.

Another potentially important consideration is the process
known as “preactivation”, whereby particles that had previ-
ously been involved in ice nucleation would subsequently be
more effective IN than particles with the same composition
that had not previously acted as IN (e.g. Roberts and Hallett,
1968). Although the physical process involved with preac-
tivation is not clear, Roberts and Hallett (1968) estimated a
lower RHI limit of 50% for survival of preactivated IN. As
mentioned above, convective-influence analyses (trajectories
tracing the airmasses sampled back to where they last en-
countered convection) indicate that the TTL cirrus air sam-
pled during the CRAVE mission had not encountered deep
convective outflow during the previous two weeks (Froyd
et al., 2009b). Back trajectories indicate that maximum tem-
peratures experienced by the air sampled during the previous
two weeks were about 5-15 K warmer than the temperatures
during the TTL cirrus sampling. Assuming the air was satu-
rated with respect to ice during the cloud sampling, the pre-
activated IN would have to needed to survive periods with
RHI of 8-42%. Therefore, it seems unlikely that preacti-
vated IN dominated the ice nucleation in these clouds.

Fig. 13. Height profiles of the fraction of time that ammonium
sulfate particles are expected to be dry (rather than in the aqueous
phase) and mean temperature. Calculations are based on parcel tra-
jectory temperature histories following convective injection events.
See text for details.

of the time. However, at and above the cold point, parcels
often encounter RH below the efflorescence point, and the
parcels almost never get humid enough for subsequent deli-
quescence. The dashed curve in Fig.13shows the fraction of
time that particles with an efflorescence point of RH = 20%
would be dry. These calculations suggest that in the upper
TTL, ammonium sulfate particles (or even mixed ammonium
sulfate/organic particles) could often be dry and potentially
available for deposition nucleation.

Another potentially important consideration is the process
known as “preactivation”, whereby particles that had previ-
ously been involved in ice nucleation could subsequently be
more effective IN than particles with the same composition
that had not previously acted as IN (e.g.Roberts and Hallett,
1968). Although the physical process involved with preac-
tivation is not clear,Roberts and Hallett(1968) estimated a
lower RHI limit of 50% for survival of preactivated IN. As
mentioned above, convective-influence analyses (trajectories
tracing the airmasses sampled back to where they last en-
countered convection) indicate that the TTL cirrus air sam-
pled during the CRAVE mission had not encountered deep
convective outflow during the previous two weeks (Froyd
et al., 2009). Back trajectories indicate that maximum tem-
peratures experienced by the air sampled during the previ-
ous two weeks were about 5–15 K warmer than the tempera-
tures during the TTL cirrus sampling. Assuming the air was
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saturated with respect to ice during the cloud sampling, the
preactivated IN would have to needed to survive periods with
RHI of 8–42%. Therefore, it seems unlikely that preactivated
IN dominated the ice nucleation in these clouds.

7 Implications of heterogeneous nucleation for cloud
processes

The primary implications of the predominance of either het-
erogeneous nucleation on a small subset of the available
aerosols or homogeneous freezing of aqueous aerosols (with
all aqueous aerosols freezing at approximately the same su-
persaturation) for cloud properties are the ice concentrations
and sizes. Homogeneous nucleation produces large concen-
trations of relatively small crystals; rapid cooling driven by
gravity waves often present in the TTL region result in even
higher concentrations of ice crystals produced by homoge-
neous freezing. In contrast, heterogeneous nucleation could
potentially produce relatively low concentrations of ice crys-
tals that can grow to relatively large sizes. Here, we discuss
the implications of the very different ice crystal size distribu-
tions produced by homogeneous and heterogeneous nucle-
ation.

Given the optically thin nature of these clouds and their
location near the tropical tropopause, the combination of so-
lar and infrared absorption will result in net radiative heat-
ing throughout the cloud layers. For typical optical depths
near the visibility limit (0.03), the radiative heating rate will
be on the order of a few K day−1 (Jensen et al., 1996; Com-
stock et al., 2002). It has been hypothesized that this radiative
heating will predominantly result in lofting of the cloud lay-
ers (rather than local temperature change) (Ackerman et al.,
1988). Corti et al.(2006) recently showed that cloud radia-
tive heating can balance much of the adiabatic cooling driven
by upward motion through the tropical upper troposphere. If
optically thin TTL cirrus were lofted, the radiatively-driven
ascent rate will be on the order of 0.5 mm s−1.

Even if the cloud radiative heating does drive vertical mo-
tion, the question of whether the cloud itself rises depends
on the balance between the ascent rate and crystal sedimen-
tation rates. If the clouds are produced by homogeneous
freezing with gravity wave driven cooling, competition for
vapor amongst the numerous crystals can limit their size to
no more than a few µm. The fallspeeds of such small crystals
would be comparable to or perhaps somewhat smaller than
the radiatively-driven ascent rates of'0.5 mm s−1. How-
ever, the in situ measurements indicate that the most of the
ice mass in these clouds is in crystals larger than a few
µm. Figure14 shows the ice crystal size distribution from
the tropopause layer cirrus sampled on 1 February during
CRAVE along with the ice crystal terminal velocity as a func-
tion of crystal size. The corresponding mass-weighted fall-
speed (2.2 cm s−1

≈2 km day−1) is considerably larger than
the radiatively driven lofting speed. Hence, the net motion
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7 Implications of heterogeneous nucleation for cloud
processes

The primary implications of the predominance of either het-
erogeneous nucleation on a small subset of the available
aerosols or homogeneous freezing of aqueous aerosols (with
all aqueous aerosols freezing at approximately the same su-
persaturation) for cloud properties are the ice concentrations
and sizes. Homogeneous nucleation produces large concen-
trations of relatively small crystals; rapid cooling driven by
gravity waves often present in the TTL region result in even
higher concentrations of ice crystals produced by homoge-
neous freezing. In contrast, heterogeneous nucleation could
potentially produce relatively low concentrations of ice crys-
tals that can grow to relatively large sizes. Here, we discuss
the implications of the very different ice crystal size distribu-
tions produced by homogeneous and heterogeneous nucle-
ation.

Given the optically thin nature of these clouds and their
location near the tropical tropopause, the combination of so-
lar and infrared absorption will result in net radiative heat-
ing throughout the cloud layers. For typical optical depths
near the visibility limit (0.03), the radiative heating rate will
be on the order of a few K day−1 (Jensen et al., 1996; Com-
stock et al., 2002). It has been hypothesized that this radiative
heating will predominantly result in lofting of the cloud lay-
ers (rather than local temperature change) (Ackerman et al.,
1988). Corti et al. (2006) recently showed that cloud radia-
tive heating can balance much of the adiabatic cooling driven
by upward motion through the tropical upper troposphere. If
optically thin TTL cirrus were lofted, the radiatively-driven
ascent rate will be on the order of 0.5 mm s−1.

Even if the cloud radiative heating does drive vertical mo-
tion, the question of whether the cloud itself rises depends
on the balance between the ascent rate and crystal sedimen-
tation rates. If the clouds are produced by homogeneous
freezing with gravity wave driven cooling, competition for
vapor amongst the numerous crystals can limit their size to
no more than a few µm. The fallspeeds of such small crys-
tals would be comparable to or perhaps somewhat smaller
than the radiatively-driven ascent rates of '0.5 mm s−1.
However, the in situ measurements indicate that the most of
the ice mass in these clouds is in crystals larger than a few
µm. Figure 14 shows the ice crystal size distribution from
the tropopause layer cirrus sampled on 1 February during
CRAVE along with the ice crystal terminal velocity as a func-
tion of crystal size. The corresponding mass-weighted fall-
speed (2.2 cm s−1 ≈ 2 km day−1) is considerably larger than
the radiatively driven lofting speed. Hence, the net motion
of these clouds will be downward. Even though the clouds
themselves are moving downward, they can still act as agents
of upward tracer transport.

If heterogeneous nucleation does dominate ice produc-
tion near the cold tropical tropopause, then the frequencies,
microphysical properties, radiative effects, and effects on
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Fig. 14. The 2D-S ice crystal size distribution from the TTL cloud
sampled on 1 February, 2006 and the ice crystal terminal velocity
versus crystal diameter are shown. Given the relatively broad size
distribution, the mass weighted fallspeed (2.2 cm s−1) is consider-
ably larger than radiatively-driven upward motion in the cloud.
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predominantly by cooling rate, as would be the case if ho-
mogeneous nucleation dominated. Instead, the cloud prop-
erties and effects will depend on details of the composition
of the TTL aerosol population In particular, the abundance
of aerosols that happen to have compositions that make them
effective IN will be important. If the effective IN are associ-
ated with human-related activities such as biomass burning,
then anthropogenic aerosol emissions could control TTL cir-
rus properties. Presumably, the source of such particles to
the uppermost tropical troposphere is deep convection. After
an air parcel is detrained from deep convection, it will move
slowly upward through the TTL and likely encounter mul-
tiple cloud formation events. In each of these cloud events,
the most effective IN will form ice and be removed from the
parcel by sedimentation. Therefore, it seems likely that the
IN abundance and the properties of cirrus formed in the TTL
will vary with the age of air since it was detrained from con-
vection.
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Consistent with past modeling studies, we have shown that
the theory for homogeneous freezing of aqueous aerosols
(the mechanism typically assumed to dominate ice forma-
tion in the upper troposphere) predicts relatively high ice
concentrations for the cold environment near the tropical
tropopause. In particular, the nearly ubiquitous tempera-
ture variability driven by gravity waves in this region should
produce ice concentrations often exceeding 1000 L−1. The
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then anthropogenic aerosol emissions could control TTL cir-
rus properties. Presumably, the source of such particles to
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slowly upward through the TTL and likely encounter mul-
tiple cloud formation events. In each of these cloud events,
the most effective IN will form ice and be removed from the
parcel by sedimentation. Therefore, it seems likely that the
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(the mechanism typically assumed to dominate ice forma-
tion in the upper troposphere) predicts relatively high ice
concentrations for the cold environment near the tropical
tropopause. In particular, the nearly ubiquitous tempera-
ture variability driven by gravity waves in this region should
produce ice concentrations often exceeding 1000 L−1. The
sudden production of numerous ice crystals should result in
clouds with narrow ice crystal size distributions and crystal
diameters less than about 20 µm.

The microphysical properties of thin cirrus formed near
the tropical tropopause measured in recent high-altitude
aircraft campaigns (including extensive sampling of these
clouds) are in conflict with these theoretical expectations.
Measured ice concentrations are frequently less than 50 L−1

and rarely exceed 100 L−1. Ice crystal size distributions are
very broad even when the measurements are segregated into
different altitude ranges, and relatively large crystals (max-
imum dimensions exceeding 50 µm) exist through much of
the depth of the clouds.

If theoretical predictions based on homogeneous freez-
ing nucleation theory give excessive ice concentrations they
should also produce clouds with excessive extinctions (as-
suming cloud ice water content is not substantially under
predicted by the theory). Consistent with the discrepancy be-
tween simulated and measured ice concentrations, we find
that simulations of TTL thin cirrus throughout the tropics
produce cloud extinctions that are statistically much higher
than those measured by CALIPSO (Fig.11). By limiting the
concentration of ice crystals in the simulations, we get much
better agreement with the measured extinctions than in the
simulations using homogeneous freezing to predict ice con-
centrations.

There are a range of possible physical mechanisms that
might limit ice concentrations in TTL cirrus, some involv-
ing interactions between cloud dynamics, ice sedimentation,
and ice nucleation. Evaluation of these mechanisms is the
subject of a follow-on study. We discuss here the possibil-
ity that a subset of the aerosols act as effective ice nuclei,
thereby limiting the ice concentrations. We show that, given
temperature variations indicated by trajectories, ammonium
sulfate particles in the cold tropopause region will likely ef-
floresce and subsequently remain in the solid phase. Since
solid ammonium sulfate has been shown to be an effective
ice nucleus in laboratory experiments, we suggest that these
particles are a potential candidate as important IN for TTL
cirrus formation. Considerable additional research is needed
to determine whether solid ammonium sulfate particles are
actually important for TTL cirrus nucleation, including lab-
oratory studies with appropriate particle sizes and compo-
sitions, and field measurement that determine both particle
composition and phase.

Sorting out the predominant ice nucleation mechanisms in
TTL cirrus, as well as the composition of aerosols on which
ice crystals typically nucleate, is important. The nucleation
mechanisms have implications for TTL cirrus microphysical

properties and what factors (i.e., dynamics or aerosol compo-
sition) control TTL cirrus properties and effects. In addition,
nucleation on a special subset of the total aerosol population
raises the possibility of significant anthropogenic influences
on TTL cirrus.
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